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Trade Intelligence Asia Pacific seeks to capture the essence of selected issues that are of particular interest to clients of PwC. 
Our regional network of customs and international trade consultants routinely gather, analyse and disseminate information 
and knowledge to our clients. Based on studies as well as meetings and discussions that take place across the region with 
various trade and customs officials, we consolidate our findings into Trade Intelligence Asia Pacific.
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Breaking the protectionism 
trend 
A closer look at the CPTPP & JEEPA

In the context of ongoing Brexit discussions, the China-US trade war and signs of a 
potential slowdown in global trade, it is good to report some more positive 
developments in the international trade landscape for a change. 

By the end of this year, the Comprehensive and Progressive Trans Pacific 
Partnership (CPTPP), also known as the TPP-11, will enter into force for the first six 
nations who have ratified the deal.  These six are Australia, Canada, Japan, Mexico, 
New Zealand and Singapore.  

Vietnam has also ratified the CPTPP and the agreement will enter into force for 
Vietnam on 14 January 2019.

The remaining four CPTPP members (i.e. Brunei, Chile, Malaysia and Peru) are 
speeding up procedures for ratification, with reports from Chile and Peru being 
close to accept and approve the deal.  

Also, the Japan-EU EPA (JEEPA) is currently in its final ratification process.  Japan 
already concluded its internal parliamentary approval early December.  If the EU is 
able to seek and obtain internal parliamentary approvals before the end of the year, 
it is expected that the JEEPA will be ratified for entry into force by February or 
March 2019.

Once these two major ‘new-age’ free trade agreements (FTAs) come into force, it is 
expected that companies can gain many benefits when using them.  The most 
obvious one is duty savings, as the duty rates on most qualifying imports under 
these FTAs will immediately become 0% or significantly reduced.  On top of the 
duty savings, these FTAs provide other benefits. The list of benefits is long but 
increased customs and trade facilitations, market access for companies in the 
services sector, facilitation of cross border investments, protection of investments 
and intellectual property are some of the key ones. 

This article will have a closer look at what these two FTAs mean for companies.  As 
it would be too much (if not impossible) to cover all aspects of them, we will mainly 
focus on the most obvious benefits related to the increased market access for goods.

Let’s start with the CPTPP ….

CPTPP – snapshot…

Many import duties will be eliminated upon entry into force of the CPTPP.  For 
certain ‘sensitive’ products, duties will be reduced and / or ultimately eliminated 
overtime.  For example, duties on certain motor vehicles in Vietnam (70%) will be 
phased out completely within 12 years, whereas duties on beef imported into Japan 
will be reduced over time from the current 38.5% to 9% within the course of 16 
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years. In other words, duties will still remain on beef from CPTPP member 
territories, although significantly reduced compared to beef from non-CPTPP 
members, even after 16 years.  

Nonetheless, such examples of remaining duties are more the ‘exception’ rather 
than the rule. A big majority of products will be able to enjoy significant duty 
reductions or duty free access upon entry into force of the CPTPP.

As with other FTAs, only qualifying products can enjoy these duty benefits.  
The rules of origin (ROO) under the CPTPP are essentially that products must 
be either (1) wholly obtained or produced in a CPTPP territory (e.g. for plants, 
live animals) or (2) comply with product specific rules (PSR).  

These PSR could be:

 – A regional value content (RVC) based rule; 

 – Change in Tariff Classification (CTC) i.e. the finished good will be 
considered as ‘originating’ if it is classified differently from the imported 
materials at 4 or 6 digit tariff code level; or

 – Specific production processes (e.g. raw materials need to undergo certain 
reactions or production processes)

The CPTPP allows for ‘cumulation’, so companies can source materials from 
other CPTPP territories and include them as qualifying originating content 
while undertaking their processing.  This makes it easier for companies to meet 
the necessary RVC threshold percentages.

As with most modern new-age FTAs, the CPTPP allows for companies to 
self-declare the origin of the products. This self-declaration may be done by the 
exporter, producer or importer.  However, certain CPTPP members (including 
Mexico and Vietnam) have longer timelines to implement the necessary 
self-declaration procedures for importers.  

The self-declaration of origin can be done in writing or in electronic form and 
does not need to follow a prescribed format (e.g. on invoices or shipping 
documents).  There are however minimum data that self-declared forms need 
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to meet such as the certifier’s name and 
contact details, description and HS 
tariff classification of the goods at 6 
digit level etc.

Interestingly, the CPTPP ROO do not 
specify which working or processes are 
deemed to be ‘insufficient’. Most FTAs 
would consider simply assembly or 
mixing of products not sufficient to 
confer origin to the finished product.  
This means that under the CPTPP, as 
long as products meet the relevant ROO, 
products will be considered ‘originating’ 
regardless how ‘insufficient’ the 
processing activities are. Having said 
that, the agreement refers to the term 
“production” in relation to originating 
goods, hence a simple buy-sell with 
addition of significant profit would 
unlikely be sufficient to qualify.

As they say, the devil is in the detail and 
practical experience has shown that 
knowing what benefits and FTA 
provides is one thing, but actually 
knowing which benefits can be achieved 
in practice is quite another.  We will try 
to explain the potential benefits of the 
CPTPP through a fictitious and 
simplified case study.  

Case Study 

Let’s take an example of a microwave 
oven manufacturer in Japan who has 
learned that the CPTPP will enter into 
force soon.  Our manufacturer sources 
his materials locally but also from 
various suppliers in China, Thailand 
and Singapore.  

His main customer base is in Vietnam.  
More recently, his customers have been 
complaining about the prices of his 
microwaves and they have threatened 
that if the prices remain the same they 
may start looking for other suppliers.  

The manufacturer understands his 
customers but the duty rate in Vietnam 
on microwaves is still quite high (25%), 
so it’s difficult for him to really 
‘compete’ with local manufacturers of 
microwaves.  

He has big plans to expand to the rest of 

the world including other territories 
within ASEAN, as well as Australia, 
New Zealand, Mexico, US, Canada and 
the EU.  However, his first focus would 
be to increase his competitiveness for 
the Vietnam market and to not lose any 
market share.

So what’s next for our Japanese 
manufacturer if he wants to use the 
CPTPP? 

Under the CPTPP, the duty rate for 
microwaves in Vietnam will be reduced 
from 25% to 15.5% on 14 January 2019 
and further reduced to 7.7% in January 
2020.  Duty rates for microwaves will be 
completely reduced to 0% by 1 January 
2021.  

Although not immediately eliminated, 
the potential savings will definitely be 
significant in future years.  So our 
manufacturer decides to look at the 
ROO to see if his microwaves can be 
considered as ‘originating’ under the 
CPTPP.

For microwaves, the ROO prescribe that 
there must a change to subheading 
8516.50 from any other subheading i.e. 
imported materials need to be classified 
in a different tariff code at a 6 digit 
level.  

Our manufacturer uses local materials 
but imports the following materials:

 – Microwave tubes (tariff code 
8540.71) from China

 – Electric thermostats (tariff code 
9032.10) from Thailand; and

 – Electric motors (tariff code 
8501.10) from Singapore.

As the imported materials are all 
classified differently at a 6 digit level 
compared to the classification of the 
microwaves, our manufacturer would 
be able to meet the relevant ROO.

So should our manufacturer start using 
the CPTPP come January 2019? 

Apart from the CPTPP, Japan and 
Vietnam also have a bilateral FTA 
(Japan-Vietnam Economic Partnership 
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(JVEPA)) and a multilateral FTA under the ASEAN-Japan Economic Partnership 
Agreement (AJEPA).  Preferential duty rates under these FTAs are currently 15% 
and 13% respectively.

Purely looking at the ‘current’ preferential duty rates, at face value, it doesn’t seem 
to make sense for the manufacturer to use the CPTPP once it comes into force for 
Vietnam in January 2019.  However, the tariff cuts under the CPTPP are much 
deeper over time compared to the other two FTAs.  Within two years (by January 
2021), the duties will be completely removed under the CPTPP whereas duties will 
still remain under the AJEPA and JVEPA by then.

Comparison table –tariff reduction schedule for microwaves

FTA 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

CPTPP 15.5% 7.7% 0% 0.0% 0.0%

AJEPA 13.0% 10.0% 8.0% 5.0% 3.0%

JVEPA 15.0% 12.5% 10.0% 7.5% 5.0%

Comparing the preferential duty rates and schedules under each respective FTA is 
one important consideration to decide which FTA to use.  However, it is important 
to also look at the qualifying and compliance ROO under each FTA (e.g. are the 
ROO the same, easier or more difficult to meet, self-certification versus obtaining a 
Certificate of Origin from the authorities etc.).  For instance, in our manufacturer’s 
case, the applicable qualifying ROO for microwaves under the three FTA are 
slightly different.  Under the CPTPP the ROO is a CTC at 6 digit level.  The AJEPA 
requires a RVC of at least 40% or a CTC at 4 digit level whereas under the JVEPA 
the ROO is a local content of at least 40% or a CTC at 6 digit level.

Ultimately, there are many factors that could impact the decision which FTA to use.  
As mentioned, FTAs provide many benefits on top of the duty savings (e.g. better 
customs facilitation procedures or market access for services or investment) and 
these clearly need to be included as part of the decision making process.  From a 
duty savings perspective, as the above ‘simplified’ case study showed, proper 
research, planning and preparation is important and necessary before making a 
decision to use the CPTPP (or, for that matter, any other FTA).
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JEEPA - snapshot….

Similar to the CPTPP, this new-age FTA also aims to establish facilitations not only 
with respect to the movement of goods but also services, investment and 
intellectual property rights. 

Not all duties will be eliminated immediately upon entry into force of the JEEPA.  
Certain duties will be gradually eliminated over a period of 20 years (for imports 
into the EU) and 15 years (for imports into Japan).  The industries in Japan that are 
expected to benefit from the JEEPA include automotive, transport equipment, 
electronics and pharmaceutical whereas for the EU these industries include 
agri-food, beverages and tobacco.

The ROO under the JEEPA are essentially that products must be either (1) wholly 
obtained or produced in the EU or Japan or (2) comply with product specific rules 
(PSR).  

These PSR could be:

 – CTC at 2, 4 or 6 digit tariff code level;

 – Specific production process;

 – A maximum value of non-originating materials; or

 – A minimal RVC. 

The JEEPA allows for ‘cumulation’ and for exporters to self-declare the origin of the 
products on a ‘statement of origin’.  Different from the CPTPP, the statement of 
origin under the JEEPA needs to be made out using a specific text and include 
certain details such as the exporter’s registration number and applicable ROO.

To put the JEEPA in practice, let quickly go back to our Japanese manufacturer.

Case study - continued

Things are going well for our manufacturer and using FTAs has paid off… He is has 
maintained and increased his market share in Vietnam and is now ready to expand 
and explore other markets, including the EU.  Although the normal duty rate on 
microwaves in the EU (5%) is not as high as in Vietnam, the manufacturer has 
learnt from his experience in Vietnam and is keen to use this experience to benefit 
from the imminent JEEPA.  

The JEEPA rate upon entry into force in the EU will be 0% and our manufacturer is 
able to meet the applicable ROO.  One of the applicable ROO under the JEEPA is a 
change in tariff classification at 6 digit level and he knows from his CPTPP 
experience that his microwaves can meet this ROO.  The manufacturer is excited 
that he can now start shipping to the EU by self-declaring the origin and benefit 
from the preferential duty rate of 0%.

What’s next for businesses? 

For the CPTPP, the entry into force on 30 December 2018 will be for the first six 
territories, with Vietnam following soon thereafter.  However, it is likely that the 
other four members will follow soon and possibly more territories will join the 
CPTPP at a later stage (e.g. South Korea, Taiwan, ROC and Thailand have already 
expressed interest in joining the trade pact).

The JEEPA will likely enter force early next year, if the EU is able to clear its internal 
ratification process.
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As these FTAs will enter into force soon, companies should start preparing and 
planning to maximise their potential use to increase their competiveness in the 
relevant markets.  For example, companies can already start reassessing their 
current and potential markets and check whether these markets are covered under 
either FTA. Also, reassessing current trade flows as well as checking whether 
products are covered under these FTAs, what tariff schedule applies, what the 
applicable ROO are, carry out a comparison study on existing FTA coverage etc. 
should be part of a company’s ongoing FTA feasibility assessment.

Companies should be aware that claiming the origin of products under an FTA does 
not always necessarily mean they can benefit from the preferential duty rates.  As 
both CPTPP and JEEPA have a self-certification process to claim origin, it is 
expected that this could lead to more post verification audits and checks by 
authorities.  Therefore, it will be increasingly important for companies to have 
appropriate internal processes and procedures in place to validate origin as well as 
proper documentation to support compliance.  Not having the proper procedures in 
place could lead to incorrect claims of origin and potentially not being able to 
benefit from the preferential duty rates due to the clawback of duties and 
imposition of penalties by authorities.

This article only scratched the surface of the possible benefits of the CPTPP and 
JEEPA, as it only covered trade in goods.  A broader assessment of what they have 
to offer should be on the agenda of any company currently trading between the 
relevant territories, or looking to do so in future.
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ASEAN
ASEAN members take stock of achievements at 33rd ASEAN 
Summit

The 33rd ASEAN Summit and Related Summits was held over 13-15 November 
2018 in Singapore. It marked the end of Singapore’s ASEAN chairmanship, and the 
passing of the chair position to Thailand. The summit saw ASEAN members take 
stock of various achievements throughout the year, and updates on the progress of 
ongoing social, cultural, and economic initiatives. 

On the economic front, key updates are as follows:

• The First Protocol to Amend the ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement has been 
signed, which operationalises the ASEAN-Wide Self-Certification scheme as 
an additional option that businesses can use when attesting to the originating 
status of their goods. For businesses, this means eliminating the need to apply 
for an authorised, hardcopy Certificate of Origin, thus saving cost, time, and 
application fees. 

• The ASEAN Single Window has been implemented in Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam, and progress have been made by the other 
countries. 

• The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) has progressed to 
the final round of negotiations with an aim to conclude the RCEP by the end of 
2019. This was previously expected to be concluded by 2018. 

• The signing of the ASEAN Agreement on Electronic Commerce is hoped to 
facilitate cross-border e-commerce transactions and promote e-commerce as a 
driver for regional economic growth. 

• The ASEAN Digital Integration Framework which identifies the economic 
benefits of and existing challenges to digital integration was adopted at the 
50th ASEAN Economic Ministers Meeting. The six priority areas identified 
for implementation over the next 12-18 months are: facilitating seamless 
trade; protecting data while supporting digital trade and innovation; enabling 
seamless digital payments; broadening the digital talent base; and fostering 
entrepreneurship and coordinating actions. 

• The ASEAN Secretariat has assessed ASEAN’s readiness for the fourth 
industrial revolution, and identified opportunities to safeguard and improve 
on its manufacturing competitiveness. The full report can be accessed here: 
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WP_Shaping_ASEAN_Future_Readiness_
report_2018.pdf 

The full chairman’s statement can be accessed here: https://asean.org/
storage/2018/11/33rd_ASEAN_Summit_Chairman_s_Statement_Final.pdf 

ASEAN customs officers attend training on AEO program  

From 24-28 September 2018, ASEAN customs officers attended a workshop on the 
implementation of Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) programs. It was aimed 
at enhancing the capacity of ASEAN customs officers to implement AEO programs 
and ultimately support the development of Mutual Recognition Arrangements of 
AEO programs between all ASEAN member states. Representatives from Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and, Vietnam – countries that have implemented 
AEO programs – participated and shared their experiences. The workshop was 
organised by the ASEAN Regional Integration Support from the EU (ARISE) Plus. 
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First AEC dialogue session may mark ASEAN’s improved 
efforts at engagement with the private sector

An ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) Dialogue session aimed at strengthening 
public-private engagement was held on 8 October 2018 in Jakarta, Indonesia. The 
intention was to allow for more proactive two-way communication between the 
public and private sector on matters relating to the AEC. 

The dialogue was open to representatives from the ASEAN Business Advisory 
Council, various regional business councils, and the ASEAN Secretariat. Discussion 
topics included preparing the ASEAN workforce for the digital economy and the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution, e-payment systems, and a regulatory framework for 
enhancing data flow and protection. Breakout sessions followed where various 
topics relating to current AEC initiatives were discussed. Details of the discussions 
are not available to the public. 

New ASEAN e-commerce agreement expected to boost 
e-commerce growth  

A new agreement on e-commerce – the ASEAN Agreement on Electronic Commerce 
– was signed on 12 November 2018 in Singapore. It has three aims: to facilitate 
cross-border e-commerce transactions; to create an environment of trust and 
confidence in the use of e-commerce; and to deepen cooperation among ASEAN 
nations in order to develop e-commerce as a driver for regional economic growth. 

Business may expect the following as part of the agreement:

• a more conducive regulatory environment in which e-commerce may thrive, 
as ASEAN countries have committed to maintaining or adopting legal and 
regulatory frameworks to govern electronic transactions;

• greater transparency and increased business certainty as the agreement 
requires each ASEAN country to promptly publish measures that will affect 
e-commerce;

• cooperation amongst ASEAN members on policies relating to consumer 
protection, protection of online personal information, electronic payment, 
trade facilitation, and logistics;

• provisions encouraging paperless trading between businesses and 
governments, for instance with electronic customs forms;

• the ability to access and move data across borders more easily and freely, 
without the need to build data centres in every market. This is subject to 
appropriate security safeguards; and

• better consumer and personal data protection through the use of online 
dispute resolution mechanisms for the resolution of e-commerce claims. 

The agreement forms an element of the ASEAN Work Programme on e-Commerce 
2017-2025, which is a part of the AEC Blueprint 2025. The full text of the 
agreement was not available to the public at the time of writing but it is expected 
that it will help streamline rules governing e-commerce and allow businesses to 
more easily navigate various regulations. 
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Export Control

US BIS seeking public 
comments to help identify 
emerging technologies 
essential to US national 
security 

On 19 November 2018, the US Bureau 
of Industry and Security (BIS) 
published an Advance Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) on 
emerging technology controls. This 
invites public comments from 19 
November 2018 till 19 December 2018 
on a number of issues relating to 
emerging technologies, including the 
following:

• defining emerging technology to 
assist with identifying and 
describing such technology in the 
future;

• developing criteria to evaluate 
whether technologies are essential 
to US national security; and

• the impact such controls would 
have on businesses.

The ANPR is aimed at ensuring that all 
emerging technologies are evaluated 
for their impact to US national security, 
as they are at times not yet captured by 
the Commerce Control Lists of the US 
Export Administration Regulations and 
the various multilateral export control 
regimes to which US is a member. 

Eventually, the process is expected to 
culminate in proposed rules for new 
Export Control Classification Numbers 
on the Commerce Control List.
For further details and to provide public 
comments, please refer to: https://
www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2018-11-
19/pdf/2018-25221.pdf

Philippines publishes 
guidelines on export control 
requirements 

The Philippines government published 
guidelines on 25 September 2018 to 
implement export control regulations. 
This is three years from the enactment 
of Republic Act No. 10697 in 2015, 
better known as the Strategic Trade 
Management Act (STMA), which 
complies with the United Nations 
Security Council Resolution 1540. 

The STMA regulates: 

• persons and entities in Philippines 
engaging in the export, import, 
transit, transhipment, re-export, 
and reassignment of strategic 
goods, including those located in 
the special economic zone and free 
ports; and

• service sectors in Philippines 
providing technical, brokering, 
financing assistance and 
transportation of strategic goods.

In addition to its territorial jurisdiction, 
the STMA also has extraterritorial 
jurisdiction that covers all Filipino 
persons providing the activities covered 
by the STMA, wherever they are 
located.

The Implementing Rules and 
Regulations contain the National List of 
Strategic Goods (NSGL), which 
currently provides a listing of (1) 
military goods and (2) dual-use goods 
in its annexes. Under the STMA, 
exports of such goods will require an 
authorisation to be obtained from the 
Department of Trade and Industry - 
Strategic Trade Management Office, or 
other regulatory agencies such as the 
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Philippines National Police, depending on the type of good exported and its dual – 
use code. 

Companies should review their inbound and outbound materials and products to 
verify if any of them are included in the NSGL and, if applicable, prepare for the 
required registration. Additionally, companies should also have in place regular 
compliance checks as the NSGL is subject to periodic review and updates. 

More detail on registration procedures to obtain authorisation from the relevant 
regulatory agency, the timeline for implementation of the STMA and the relevant 
associated penalties for non - compliance are provided in the Philippines country 
section of this edition of Trade Intelligence. 
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Free Trade Agreements focus

sourced components and parts as 
originating content. This is however 
applicable only to a specific list of 
manufactured products including 
certain petroleum oils, organic 
chemicals, printing ink, essential oils, 
conveyor or transmission belts, 
mechanical and electrical machinery, 
equipment and parts, and optical and 
photographic equipment.  

Besides improvements in the trade of 
goods between Singapore and the EU, 
the agreement also has in place 
provisions which will increase access to 
government procurement 
opportunities, improved trade in 
services and better protection of 
intellectual property rights. 

The EU and Singapore will now proceed 
with domestic ratification procedures. 
In the EU, the EUSFTA will need to 
undergo approval processes by the 
European parliament, which is 
scheduled for the first quarter of 2019. 
Both sides are targeting for the 
agreement to enter into force by June 
2019. 

Further information on the EUSFTA 
and the legal text can be accessed at: 
https://www.mti.gov.sg/Improving-
Trade/Free-Trade-Agreements/
EUSFTA. The detailed ROO can be 
accessed here: http://trade.ec.europa.
eu/doclib/docs/2013/september/
tradoc_151773.pdf

EU-Singapore Free Trade 
Agreement (EUSFTA) signed

On 19 October 2018, Singapore and 
the European Union (EU) signed a 
trade deal to eliminate tariffs as well 
as improve market access for 
businesses (including and particularly 
for small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs)). The signed 
agreement will see the elimination of 
tariffs on all EU products exported to 
Singapore, while the EU will remove 
tariffs on 84% of Singaporean 
products upon entry into force, with 
the remaining to be removed over 2 
separate phases i.e. 3 and 5 years after 
the agreement enters into force. 
Specific industries that will receive 
benefits under the EUSFTA include 
electronics, motor vehicles and vehicle 
parts, pharmaceutical and medical 
products and renewable energy.

The rules of origin (ROO) are product 
specific and can be based on either a 
regional value content (RVC) rule 
based on an Ex-Works incoterm, 
change in tariff heading rule or 
specific processes rules.  Many tariff 
lines have multiple rules where 
companies will be allowed to choose 
between the rules. Specific processes 
rules are available for some tariff lines 
such as petrochemical products. 

The EUSFTA will also be the first 
bilateral agreement allowing for 
ASEAN cumulation under its ROO, 
which will allow Singapore 
manufacturers to cumulate ASEAN 

Agreements signed

EU – Singapore FTA (EUSFTA) 19 October 2018

Agreements concluded

Indonesia – European Free Trade Association Comprehen-
sive Economic Partnership Agreement (IE – CEPA)

31 October 2018

Australia – Hong Kong FTA (A- HKFTA) 5 November 2018
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Negotiations concluded for 
the Indonesia-European Free 
Trade Association (EFTA) 
Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership Agreement 
(IE-CEPA) 

The final round of the Indonesia-EFTA 
CEPA negotiations were conducted in 
Denpasar, Indonesia between 29-31 
October 2018. After 15 rounds of 
negotiations and meetings, the 
agreement was finally agreed to in 
principle. The agreement covers trade 
in goods and services, investments, 
customs procedures, rules of origin and 
intellectual property rights. 

Particularly, the issue of the trade in 
palm oil was a contentious topic, with 
the palm oil industry being a key export 
industry of Indonesia but at the same 
time a major concern to EFTA nation 
Switzerland due to related products 
potentially damaging both the 
environment and domestic industries. 
The issue was however alleviated after 
a referendum in Switzerland which 
paved the way to parties eventually 
coming to terms and concluding 
negotiations.

The legal text of the agreement has not 
yet been released, as the signatories 
have yet to conduct legal reviews on 
some of the texts to the agreement.

Australia-Hong Kong FTA 
negotiations concluded

Australia and Hong Kong concluded 
negotiations for the Australia-Hong 
Kong FTA (A-HKFTA) and a separate 
Investment Agreement on 15 November 
2018. The agreement includes 
elimination of tariff barriers to trade in 
goods and guarantee certainty of access 
for Australian suppliers of education, 
professional, financial, transport, 
construction, tourism and recreational 
services. Modern trading rules on 
e-commerce, financial services, 
telecommunications and intellectual 
property will provide increased 
regulatory certainty for Australian 
businesses and the confidence to make 
long-term business decisions. 
Both sides are expected to sign the FTA 

and the Investment Agreement in the 
first half of 2019 after the respective 
internal legal review procedures are 
completed. Details of both agreements, 
including the official FTA legal text will 
be publicly released following the 
signing of the FTA. Both territories will 
then need to proceed with domestic 
ratification processes prior to entry into 
force of the agreement.  

Investigations on Peru - 
Australia FTA

The Australian Government’s Joint 
Standing Committee on Treaties has 
announced that it will investigate and 
hand down a report on aspects of the 
Peru-Australia Free Trade Agreement 
(FTA). The Committee will consider 
ongoing concerns over the increasing 
complexity created by the number of 
trade agreements, particularly multiple 
agreements with the same partner and 
the specific inclusion and operation of 
the investor-State Dispute Settlement 
provisions in recently concluded trade 
agreements. 

Delayed signing of Indonesia-
Australia Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership 
Agreement 

Negotiations on the Indonesia-Australia 
Comprehensive Economic Partnership 
Agreement (IA-CEPA) concluded on 31 
August 2018. However, recent 
geopolitical developments in the region 
appear to have led to the degradation in 
relations between the parties, possibly 
leading to a delay in the signing and 
ratification procedures of the 
agreement.

Indonesia has spoken out against 
Australia’s potential plans in moving its 
embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to 
Jerusalem, whilst Australia’s opposition 
Labour Party has also spoken out 
against the negotiated outcomes from 
the negotiations between the 
incumbent Liberal Party and the 
Indonesian government. Therefore, 
even if the IA-CEPA was signed by both 
governments, the trade deal may fail to 
obtain Australian parliamentary 
approval. 
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China and Singapore sign 
protocol to upgrade CSFTA

After eight rounds of negotiations, 
China and Singapore signed a protocol 
on 12 November 2018 to upgrade the 
China – Singapore FTA (CSFTA). 
Compared to the original agreement, 
the upgrade includes improvements in 
six areas including the rules of origin 
(ROO), customs procedures, trade 
facilitation, trade remedial measure, 
trade in services and investments and 
economic cooperation. The upgraded 
CSFTA also includes rules in three new 
chapters on e-commerce, competition 
policy and the environment in line with 
business developments. 

In terms of the ROO, China and 
Singapore will establish an Electronic 
Origin Data Exchange System (EODES), 
which will allow for real-time electronic 
transmission of country of origin data 
and certificates of non-manipulation 
between both parties through the 
EODES, contributing to more efficient 
customs clearance processes. In 
addition, the product specific rules for 
certain petrochemical and chemical 
products have been amended to include 
‘change in tariff heading’ and ‘chemical 
reaction’ criteria, which will provide 
increased flexibility for enterprises in 
qualifying for preferential treatment 
into both countries. 

In relation to the customs procedures 
and trade facilitation, both China and 
Singapore have committed to continue 
with the implementation of the Single 
Window system. China has also agreed 
to the provision of advance rulings for 
origin, classification and customs 
valuation issues, and to provide greater 
facilitation in terms of more efficient 
customs clearance times and 
procedures.  

The CSFTA upgrade protocol will 
officially enter into force after both sides 
have carried out their domestic 
ratification processes. This is expected 
to be completed by early to mid 2019, 
given that certain provisions e.g. the 
EODES system are scheduled to be 
implemented from July 2019. 

More details on the features of the 
upgraded CSFTA can be accessed here: 
https://www.mti.gov.sg/-/media/MTI/
Newsroom/Press-Releases/2018/11/
Press-Release---China-and-Singapore-
Sign-Upgraded-Agreement_12-Nov.pdf

China and Pakistan continue 
negotiations for phase-II of 
China-Pakistan FTA

Phase-II of the China-Pakistan FTA was 
negotiated in Beijing, China between 
14-16 October 2018. The negotiations 
focused on the reduction in customs 
duties for the trade in goods, expansion 
of scope in trade in services and overall 
improved cooperation in terms of 
investments and customs procedures. 

On the sidelines of the negotiations in 
Beijing, Pakistan and China have also 
signed 8 memorandums of 
understanding (MoU) worth USD 100 
million for mutual investments. The 
hastened pace of negotiations between 
China and Pakistan can be credited to 
the improved cooperation under the 
Belt and Road Initiative corridor which 
runs through both countries. 

Ratification of Japan-EU EPA 
underway

The Japan-EU EPA was signed in July 
this year. The Japan-EU EPA, besides 
seeing the elimination of tariffs on 94% 
of goods imported into Japan from the 
EU and tariffs on 99% of goods flowing 
in the other direction, places 
importance on investments, intellectual 
property rights and privacy protection. 

  The Japan-EU EPA is currently in the 
ratification process, with both parties 
agreeing to seek and conclude internal 
parliamentary approvals before the end 
of the year. Both sides are targeting for 
the EPA to be ratified for entry into force 
by March 2019.
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Philippines enter into 
negotiations with US on 
potential FTA

The Philippines and the United States 
(US) plan to start negotiations on a 
potential FTA between the two nations 
by the end of 2018. This bilateral 
agreement falls within the Trump 
administration’s strategy to pursue 
bilateral instead of multilateral trade 
deals with foreign counterparts. This 
potential trade deal would supersede 
the existing Generalised System of 
Preferences scheme the US offers to 
Philippines.

It was reported that the government of 
Philippines aims to focus on the revival 
of the garment industry, whilst the US 
government aims to place more 
emphasis on the exports of more 
agricultural produce to the Philippines.

Philippines issues guidance 
for exporters and importers 
utilising the PH-EFTA FTA

On 21 September 2018, the Philippines 
Bureau of Customs recently issued 
Customs Memorandum Order 14 – 2018 
stipulating guidance for exporters and 
importers who wish to utilise and 
benefit from the Philippines-European 
Free Trade Association FTA (PH-EFTA 
FTA). The order stipulates guidance on 
origin certification and declaration 
requirements and procedures and 
record keeping requirements. 

More details are provided in the 
Philippines country section of this 
edition of Trade Intelligence. 

Updates on the status of 
negotiations for the Regional 
Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership (RCEP)

The RCEP, potentially the largest trade 
bloc in the world, will aim to conclude 
negotiations by end of 2019. The RCEP 
includes 16 countries: the 10 ASEAN 
member countries, Australia, New 
Zealand, Japan, China, South Korea and 
India. The second RCEP Leaders 

Summit held in Singapore, on the 
sidelines of the 33rd ASEAN Summit, 
saw the agreement to a total of 7 of 16 
chapters. The parties have yet to make 
much headway on the ecommerce, 
competition and investment chapters. 

The original target to conclude 
negotiations by the end of 2018 turned 
out too ambitious, and the Ministers 
from the respective countries have 
encouraged and pushed for the 
conclusion of negotiations to 2019 
instead. 

CPTPP to enter into force on 
30 December 2018

With the withdrawal from the Trans 
Pacific Partnership by the Trump 
administration, the remaining 11 
members renegotiated and agreed to 
the suspension of 22 provisions. The 
reworked Comprehensive and 
Progressive Trans Pacific Partnership 
(CPTPP), also known as the TPP-11, will 
enter into force on 30 December 2018 
for the first six nations who have already 
ratified the deal (Mexico, Japan, 
Singapore, New Zealand, Canada and 
Australia). The CPTPP will enter into 
force for Vietnam on 14 January 2018, 
60 days after its ratification. 

Other CPTPP signatories are reportedly 
speeding up procedures for ratification, 
with reports from Chile and Peru 
showing signs that domestic legislature 
is close to accept and approve the deal. 
Malaysia is the only signatory who has 
expressed concerns towards certain 
provisions of the CPTPP. 

The CPTPP has also attracted interest 
from other territories, with countries 
the United Kingdom, Colombia, South 
Korea, Taiwan, ROC and Thailand 
expressing interest in potentially joining 
the trade pact.
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Territory reports 

Australia
Supply chain standards to reduce the black economy

Standards Australia released a discussion paper titled ‘Supply chain standards to 
reduce the black economy’. This paper seeks feedback on how standards and other 
guidance materials can support the Australian Government Black Economy 
Taskforce’s recommendation on supply chain integrity. The Black Economy Taskforce 
recommended establishing a national probity standards that private supply chain 
certification credentials should comply with to ensure responsible supply chain 
management practices are followed. This would include minimum standards, use of 
trusted trader certification, and publication of misconduct.

Industry feedback should be submitted Standards Australia by 1 February 2019. The 
feedback provided will shape a final report that will be released in March 2019. 

Gary Dutton
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gary.dutton@pwc.com
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Territory reports 

China
GAC launches pilot program for tariff guarantee insurance

To further facilitate trade and ease the financial burden of companies, the General 
Administration of Customs (GAC) and China Banking Regulatory Commission 
(CBRC) issued an announcement on 30 October 2018 announcing the launch of the 
pilot scheme for customs Tariff Guarantee Insurance (TGI) (GAC & CBRC 
Announcement [2018] No. 155). This scheme has been effective from 1 November 
2018. 

To be eligible for the TGI, import and export enterprises that have attained a ‘General 
Credit’ rank and above can purchase and utilise the TGI nationwide, which will allow 
them to enjoy clearance of goods prior to payment of duties and taxes. The 
procedures to utilise the tariff guarantee insurance are as follows:

1. Eligible companies will need to purchase a customs surety insurance from any of 
the three insurance companies included in the pilot phase – the People’s 
Insurance Company of China, China Pacific Insurance Company Ltd. and Bank of 
China Insurance Ltd.

2. During customs declaration, companies will need to indicate ‘Guarantee 
insurance for customs tariff’ as the applicable trade mode, and Customs will 
process and release all goods provided all other clearance conditions are 
satisfied.

3. Companies will need to provide payment for customs duty and taxes within ten 
days of goods release and upon generation of the electronic information of 
customs duty. Otherwise, Customs could terminate the guarantee insurance of 
enterprise.

The advantages of obtaining a TGI Policy are as follows: 

1. The formalities for obtaining a TGI is simple, and the insurance policy can 
typically be issued on the day of purchase. 

2. The insurance is a new option compared to customs tariff guarantee. 
Traditionally, companies are required to provide Customs with a guarantee or 
bond in either cash deposit or bank guarantee prior to clearance of goods, which 
may be difficult to obtain especially for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). 
The insurance has no requirements on business capital or bank credit limit and 
will thus be an easier option for SMEs. 

3. Companies using the TGI can enjoy clearance of goods prior to duty payment. 
This will shorten clearance times and increase the efficiency of customs 
clearance especially for companies trading time – sensitive cargo.

More details can be accessed at the following link: http://www.customs.gov.cn/
customs/302249/302266/302267/2069175/index.html)
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China and Japan sign AEO Mutual Recognition Arrangement

On 26 October 2018, the General Administration of China Customs (GAC) and the 
Japan Tariff Bureau officially signed the Agreement on the Mutual Recognition 
between China Enterprise Credibility Management System and Japan Authorized 
Economic Operator System. 

Under the AEO Mutual Recognition Agreement (MRA), China and Japan Customs 
will provide facilitation for goods imported from certified AEO Enterprises of the 
other party. Specifically, both sides have committed to:

• reduce cargo inspection rates and simplify documentation examination 
procedures;

• handle and process cargo inspections more efficiently;

• assign a Customs coordinator to handle issues encountered by the AEO 
Enterprise during the customs clearance process; and

• expedite customs clearance processes for the goods imported from AEO 
Enterprises of the other party.

In recent years, China Customs has been actively promoting the establishment of 
enterprise credibility management systems while actively pursuing new MRAs with 
other territories. In practice, the value of attaining AEO status in China is increasing, 
due to the ability to enjoy greater facilitation from various customs authorities, which 
will help in the reduction of trade costs and lead times through reduced inspection 
rates and expedited clearance processes. 

To capitalise on such benefits, companies are recommended look towards 
understanding the conditions and requirements to attain AEO status in China. Under 
China’s enterprise credit management system, only certified enterprises are 
recognised AEOs with the GAC. Thus, companies will need to plan for and consider 
upgrading or maintaining a higher enterprise credit rating to qualify as a certified 
enterprise. Specific requirements that need to be met to be recognised as an AEO 
include specific criteria on internal control management systems, financial status, 
compliance and trade security.

In addition, as the new Customs Certification Criteria for Certified Enterprises is 
slated to be published in the near future, companies should pay close attention to the 
new certification criteria and use these as a benchmark to conduct self-reviews, 
develop improvement plans and implement corrective actions focusing on the 
potential unqualified or partially unqualified areas. 

More details can be obtained at the following link: http://www.customs.gov.cn/
customs/302249/302425/2059813/index.html
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Hong Kong, 
China

Mainland, Hong Kong and Macao Customs collaboration  

A memorandum on cooperative and mutual assistance arrangements was signed 
between Hong Kong Customs, the General Administration of Customs of the People’s 
Republic of China (GACC) and Macao Customs Service on 13 November 2018. It sets 
the foundation for enhanced tripartite cooperation on customs affairs over the Hong 
Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge (HZMB). 

The Memorandum achieves the following: 

• establishes a liaison mechanism for the three customs administrations; 

• extends the Single E-lock Scheme (a voluntary customs clearance programme 
currently in force between Hong Kong and Shenzhen) to the Hong Kong and 
Zhuhai Ports of the HZMB;

• implements mutual reference and recognition of inspection findings across the 
three customs administrations; and

• launches customs cooperation on investigation and law enforcement in various 
areas.

According to the Inter-Governmental Agreement signed by the governments of Hong 
Kong, Guangdong Province and Macao in 2010, the ports of HZMB adopt the 
‘separate locations’ mode of clearance. The memorandum strengthens the tripartite 
partnership on customs affairs and extends the scope of cooperation. It is also 
expected to increase customs clearance efficiency for passenger and cargo 
movements and is hoped to strengthen anti-smuggling efforts.

Refer to the following website for more information of the memorandum on co-
operative and mutual assistance arrangements at Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge 
Ports:
https://www.customs.gov.hk/en/publication_press/press/index_id_2340.html
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Extension of exemption from IGST and Compensation Cess: 

Exemptions on Integrated Goods and Service Tax (IGST) and Compensation Cess 
have been extended and will continue to apply to:

• imports by Export Oriented Units (EOU) 

The exemption has been extended to 31 March 2019 for all imports made by an 
EOU. This exemption was previously valid till 1 October 2018. This will be 
beneficial in easing the cash flow burden for EOUs.

More details are provided in Notification No. 65/2018-Customs issued by the 
Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC)

• imports under Advance Authorization (AA) Schemes and Export Promotion 
Capital Goods (EPCG) Schemes

Similarly, exemption from IGST and Compensation Cess for goods imported 
under the AA Scheme and EPCG Scheme of the Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20 has 
been extended to 31 March 2019. This exemption was earlier valid till 1 October 
2018.

The EPCG scheme allows an importer to enjoy duty free import of new capital 
goods for manufacturing of products intended for export. The AA scheme also 
allows for the exemption of duties and taxes on input raw materials for 
manufacturing and subsequent export. Companies under the AA and EPCG 
Scheme will need to fulfil their export obligations within stipulated timeline.  

More details are provided in Notification No.66/2018-Customs issued by the 
CBIC.

Extension of paperless processing in e-Sanchit for exports

The India government has issued a circular extending paperless processing for all 
exporters using the e - sanchit via the Single Window Interface for Facilitating Trade 
(SWIFT) system. This applies to all ports in India and is currently being implemented 
on a voluntary basis.

The procedure for export clearance using the e-sanchit is similar to the one presently 
used for imports. This facility will be reviewed in the future and is intended to be 
made mandatory subsequently. This is in line with India’s commitments toward 
implementation of the WTO trade facilitation agreement and further increasing the 
ease of doing business in India. It is expected that the India government aims will 
eventually move completely to the paperless export clearance system. This will likely 
be done in a phased manner.

(Reference: Circular No 43/2018-Customs dated 8 November 2018)

India
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Increase in basic customs duty rate for specific goods 

Aimed at reducing current account deficit and curbing imports of specific non-
essential items in India, the Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs notified 
that there will be an increase in Basic Customs Duty (BCD) rates of specified non-
essential items. 

The revised rates has been effective from 27 September 2018.  

Increase in customs 
duty rate

Affected goods

From 0% to 5% • Aviation turbine fuel of HS 2710.19.20

From 5% to 7.5% • Cut and polished coloured gemstones and diamonds of HS 
Chapter 71

From 7.5% to 10% • Compressors of HS 8414.30.00, 8414.80.11

From 10%  to 15% • Sanitary ware of HS 3922; 
• Plastic products of HS 3923, 3924, 3926; 
• Radial car tyres falling under 4011.10.10;
• Trunks, suitcase, executive cases, brief cases, travel bags and 

other bags of HS 4202
• Speakers of HS 8518.29 used in the manufacture of mobile 

phones

From 10% to 20% • Air conditioning machines of HS  8415.10, 8415.20, 8415.81, 
8415.82 and 8415.83;

• Refrigerators, freezers falling of HS 8418.10.90, 8418.21.90, 
8418.29.00; 

• Household or laundry type washing machines of HS 8450.11.00, 
8450.12.00 and 8450.19.00; 

• Telephone sets, including telephones for cellular networks or for 
other wireless networks of HS 8517.61.00, 8517.69.90

From 15% to 20% • Articles of jewellery, precious metal, of goldsmith or silversmith 
wares of HS 7113, 7114

From 20% to 25% • Footwear of HS 6401 to 6405

More details are provided in Customs Notification No. 67/2018-Cus and Customs 
Notification No. 74/2018-Cus issued by the CBIC. 

Exemption of BCD on imports of certain capital goods for use 
by IT/ Electronic industry in manufacture of specific finished 
goods

Imports of Printed Circuit Board (PCB) coating machines, PCB Assembly loaders, 
powder dryers, winding machines etc. are granted BCD exemption provided they are 
imported for use in the manufacture of specified electronics or IT finished goods such 
as mobile handsets, lithium ion cells, speaker and receiver of mobile handsets.

More details are provided in Customs Notification No. 71/2018-Cus issued by the 
CBIC.

Postponement of increased customs duty on specified goods of 
US origin

The date of implementation of increased customs duty on specified imports 
originating in USA was postponed from 2 November 2018 to 17 December 2018.

(Reference: Customs Notification No. 77/2018-Cus dated 01 November 2018)
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Exemption of BCD withdrawn on PCBA used for manufacture 
of specific ITA items

Exemption of BCD has been withdrawn on imported Printed Circuit Board 
Assemblies (PCBA) of HS 8517.70.10 that are used in the manufacture of specified 
goods other than mobile phones. The specified goods include products such as:

• Base stations;

• IP Radios;

• Soft switches; 

• Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) equipment such as VoIP phones, media 
gateways, gateway controllers and session border controllers;

• Carrier Ethernet Switches; 

• Packet Transport Node (PTN) products;

• Multiple Input/Multiple Output (MIMO) products; and 

• Long Term Evolution (LTE) products.

This withdrawal of exemptions part of the India government’s ‘Made in India’ 
initiative and intended at boosting the domestic mobile and electronics 
manufacturing sector. 

More details are provided in Customs Notification No. 76/2018-Cus issued by the 
CBIC.

Revised procedures for manufacturing in bonded warehouse

In order to facilitate manufacturing activities in a bonded warehouse, the 
government has issued Circular No 38/2018-Customs stipulating certain procedures 
that should be followed for companies intending to conduct manufacturing or other 
operations within the bonded warehouse. In order to undertake operations under 
bond, companies will need to register their premises as a ‘private bonded premise’ 
under the Customs Act and seek permission to conduct additional operations. These 
processes have been integrated and companies can now do so via the submission of a 
single application form in the prescribed format in this circular.

As part of license requirements, licensees are also required to maintain electronic 
accounts of receipt and removal of goods, as well as manufacturing records or 
records of any other operations in the prescribed formats. This information will need 
to be provided to the bond officer on a monthly basis. Any goods removed for 
domestic consumption will be subject to payment of import duties and taxes.

Refer to the following Circular No 38/2018-Customs for more information on 
requirements for operation of a private bonded warehouse: 

http://www.cbic.gov.in/resources//htdocs-cbec/customs/cs-circulars/cs-
circulars-2018/Circular-38-2018-Customs.pdf;jsessionid=FBFDF43EFC029EE814D8
C4BBA63CE4D9  
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Indonesia
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New bonded zone regulation and schemes

On 21 September 2018, the Indonesian Ministry of Finance (MOF) issued a new 
regulation i.e. 131/PMK.04/2018 concerning the Bonded Zone (BZ). This regulation 
revokes the existing regulation i.e. No. 147/PMK.04/2011 and its amendments and 
Article 12 (2) sub-paragraph d point 1 and 5 of MOF regulation No. 226/PMK.04/ 
2014, and has entered into effect from 25 November 2018. 

Under the new regulation, companies will be required to apply and obtain the BZ 
licenses through an online application system i.e. Indonesia National Single Window 
(INSW) system that is integrated with Online Single Submission (OSS) system. 
During the application process, companies can also request for other special 
treatments from Directorate General of Customs and Excise (DGCE) to be included 
under the BZ license.

In addition to a change in application process, the regulation also outlines major 
amendments towards the operation of the BZ facility. Some key changes are 
summarised below:

• The scope of the BZ has been extended to cover more types of goods. For 
example, capital goods from local companies that are stored in the BZ are subject 
to VAT, and companies are required to apply for a license from the Directorate 
General of Taxation for VAT exemption. Under the new regulation, such goods 
are now exempted from VAT and companies will no longer need to apply for a 
separate license for VAT exemption. 

• Companies are now allowed to conduct certain operations e.g. stuffing, loading, 
and unloading of goods without customs supervision. 

• Import duties and taxes are exempted on waste and scraps sold to a local 
company. Companies importing such products are no longer required to create a 
customs declaration known as the BC 2.5.

• The calculation of import duty and import taxes can either be based on: 

 – the selling price and customs classification of the goods upon exit from the 
BZ, or 

 – the customs value and the customs classification of the goods upon entry 
into the BZ using the conversion on the usage of raw material and other 
supporting material (that will be periodically accessed by DGCE).

• For excise companies, the BZ license number will be treated as the Excise 
Identification Number (Nomor Pokok Pengusaha Barang Kena CUkai/NPPBKC). 
For import of goods subject to excise duties, the BZ customs declaration 
documents will be treated as the Excise documentation required. This will apply 
for incoming and outgoing excise goods from or to overseas companies, other 
Bonded Storage companies, Free Trade Zone companies, and Special Economic 
Zone companies.

• Previously, companies were allowed to subcontract production operations (e.g 
sorting, packaging, manufacturing processes etc.) in the BZ facility only for a 
period of 60 days. An application for extension needed to be submitted for 
subcontracting arrangements exceeding the 60 day period. The time limit is now 
more flexible and companies are allowed to conduct such processes for as long as 
the duration stipulated in the subcontracting agreement between the company 
and the subcontractor. 

Companies operating BZ facilities are encouraged to review the amendments effected 
in the new regulation and ensure compliance with the relevant operational processes. 
Refer to the following link for more details: https://jdih.kemenkeu.go.id/#/
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Introduction of Valuation Rulings (Known as Valuation 
Advice)

On 21 September 2018, the MOF issued regulation no. 134/PMK.04/2018 concerning 
the provision of Valuation Advice prior to importation. This regulation entered into 
force on 2 November 2018 and is intended at minimising the ambiguity of the 
customs valuation for a new importer as well as existing importers importing new 
products. 

To obtain a Valuation Advice, importers are required to apply and submit the required 
supporting documentation via the DGCE’s systems.  During the application process, 
the DGCE may ask the importer for additional data and the importer will need to 
submit all required data within 5 working days. This information can include 
transaction documents, such as commercial invoices, purchase orders or sales 
contracts, as well as documents such as contract agreements. The DGCE will then 
issue or reject issuance of a Valuation Advice within 30 working days (for importers 
with Authorized Economic Operator/AEO status) or 40 working days (for all other 
importers) upon receipt of complete documentation by the DGCE. 

A Valuation Advice is legally binding and valid for 3 years from the date of issuance. 
Once issued, any change in information will need to be submitted to the DGCE within 
7 working days. The regulation does not stipulate any mechanism for submitting an 
objection or appeal should the importer disagree with the Valuation Advice provided 
by the DGCE.

An illustration of the application process for a Valuation Advice is provided below. 

Source: PwC – Information obtained from Ministry of Finance, Regulation no. 134/PMK.04/2018
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New labelling regulations for processed food

Indonesia’s National Agency of Food and Drug Control (BPOM) issued BPOM 
Regulation No. 31/2018 on the Labelling of Processed Food, which entered into force 
on 19 October 2018. The regulation sets out official guidelines on food labelling and 
specifies the type of information that must be depicted on processed food labels prior 
to purchase and/or consumption by the public.

The issuance of BPOM Regulation No. 31/2018 revokes earlier regulations on food 
labelling (BPOM Regulation No. 27/2017, BPOM Regulation No. 23/2016, and BPOM 
Regulation No. HK.03.1.23.06.10.5166/2010), and now serves as a single source of 
information for producers. 

Affected producers have 30 months to meet the new requirements. The below are 
highlights from BPOM Regulation No. 31/2018: 

• All domestically produced and imported processed foods must have labels 
affixed to them.

• Labels must be written in Bahasa Indonesia. Foreign terms may be used provided 
there is no equivalent term in Bahasa Indonesia. 

• 2D barcodes and information such as allergens in the product must be depicted 
on the label.

• Each label must contain, at the minimum, the following types of information:

 – product name;

 – ingredients;

 – net weight;

 – halal certification (if product is required to be halal);

 – date and production code;

 – expiration information; 

 – distribution permit number; and 

 – origin of certain foods. 

• Products that contain pork must comply with specific labelling requirements and 
wording as set out in Article 40.

• Article 67 lists prohibitions on labelling. For instance, it requires producers to 
refrain from making statements or claims that certain products are healthy, 
nutritionally superior, able to fulfil all nutritional needs, used as medicine, or 
boost intelligence. 

Note that BPOM Regulation No. 31/2018 does not stipulate rules around halal 
certification. The implementing regulations for Law No. 33/2014 on halal 
certification are being drafted by the Halal Product Assurance Agency (BPJPH). 

Indonesia ratifies seven trade agreements 

Indonesia ratified seven trade agreements on 13 November 2018. They are the: 

• ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand FTA;

• ASEAN-India FTA; 

• ASEAN-Korea FTA; 

• ASEAN-China FTA; 
• Indonesia-Pakistan Preferential Trade Agreement; 

• ASEAN Agreement on Medical Device Directive; and 

• Ninth Protocol of the ASEAN Framework Agreement on Services. 

Other agreements that are still pending ratification are the Indonesia-Australia 
Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement and the Preferential Trade 
Agreement with Mozambique, Tunisia, and Morocco.
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Japanese AEOs to enjoy China AEO benefits

On 26 October 2018, Japan and China officially signed an Authorized Economic 
Operator (AEO) Mutual Recognition Arrangement (MRA). This MRA is the 
ninth arrangement that Japan has concluded. Currently, Japan also has MRAs 
with New Zealand, the United States, Canada, EU, South Korea, Singapore, 
Malaysia, and Hong Kong.  The effective date will be announced following 
completion of all necessary processes in both countries. 

Under the AEO program, certified companies will be able to enjoy trade 
facilitation benefits on import of goods into the territory of the other party. 
These benefits include expedited customs clearance procedures and reduced 
inspection and examination rates that will lead to reduced lead times and lower 
trade costs.  

As the number of MRAs increase, AEO companies will be able to enjoy trade 
facilitation benefits with more partner countries. As such, it is advisable for 
companies who are not yet AEO certified to monitor the different MRAs within 
the relevant countries, and where available, to consider and assess the benefits 
of obtaining AEO status.

Changes to goods covered under Japan Export Control 
regulation

The Cabinet approved revisions to the Japan export control regulations on 6 
November 2018 in order to align with the changes in the International Export 
Control regimes. Under Japan’s revised export control regulations, the 
following new items will be subject to an export license on export from Japan:

• Parts used in Tritium production devices;

• Specific parts and assemblies for repairing chemical reactors and storage 
containers used in chemical weapon production, as well as the technology 
to design, manufacture and use such parts and assemblies;

• Devices used for synthesis of nuclear acids, or bonding of nuclear acids;

• Radio frequency integrated circuits using electro-optic effects;

• Specific materials used for producing masks; and

• Polycrystal substrates.

Companies exporting the above items should assess the administrative impact 
of these changes and be aware of the necessary procedures to obtain the export 
license.

In addition, the following items will no longer be subject to export licenses:

• Thermoplastic copolymer;

• Robots with real time three-dimensional image processing and image 
analysing abilities; and

• Cinematographic cameras, mechanical camera and streak camera with 
high-speed photography ability and their parts.

These changes will be effective from 9 January 2019. 

Japan
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Introduction of excise duty on sweetened beverages

The Malaysia Government has proposed for the introduction of excise duties on 
sweetened beverages manufactured in a ready to drink form. This will take 
effect beginning 1 April 2019. An excise duty rate of MYR 0.40 per litre will be 
levied based on the sugar content of the sweetened beverages. This will apply to 
two categories of sweetened beverages that exceed the stipulated sugar 
threshold: 

• Category 1: Beverages including carbonated drinks containing added sugar 
or other sweetening matter, or flavoured and other non-alcoholic beverages 
under tariff heading 22.02, which contain sugar exceeding 5 grams per 100 
ml; and

• Category 2: Fruit juices and vegetable juices whether or not containing 
added sugar or other sweetening matter under the tariff heading 20.09 that 
contain sugar exceeding 12 grams per 100 ml.

Following implementation of excise duties, the cost of production and 
importation of such products will likely increase for sweetened beverages 
exceeding the sugar threshold. Manufacturers and importers of sweetened 
beverages should assess the sugar contents of their beverages and closely 
monitor the cost impact of the new excise duty on affected products. Currently, 
there are no further guidelines provided on how excise duties will be assessed 
and collected. More details on the registration and excise licensing 
requirements will be provided in the near future.

Reduction of import duty rate on bicycles

Currently, the importation of bicycles (other than racing bicycles and bicycles 
designed to be ridden by children) classified under HS tariff code 8712.00.30 
00 are subject to import duty at the rate of 25%. Effective from 1 January 2019, 
import duty rates on such bicycles will be reduced from 25% to 15%.

Deduction of sales tax changes

Two new sections, Section 41A (Deduction of sales tax) and Section 88A 
(Improperly obtaining deduction of sales tax), have been added to the Sales Tax 
Act 2018. These provisions will take effect from 1 January 2019. 

Section 41A of Sales Tax Act 2018 provides that deduction of sales tax may be 
made on taxable raw materials, components or packaging materials used solely 
in the manufacturing of taxable goods. Section 88A provides a description of 
fines, imprisonment and / or penalties that may be imposed on any person who 
causes or attempt to improperly obtaining any deduction of sales tax. 

Malaysia
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Amendments to sales tax rates

The Sales Tax (Rates of Tax) (Amendment) (No.2) Order 2018 came into effect on 9 
October 2018. The sales tax rates applicable to the following HS headings have 
been reduced from 10% to 5%:-

Heading Description

33.03 Perfumes and toilet waters.

33.04 Beauty or make-up preparations and preparations for the care of the skin (other 
than medicaments), including sunscreen or sun tan preparations, manicure or 
pedicure preparations.

40.12 Retreaded or used pneumatic tyres of rubber; solid or cushion tyres, tyre treads 
and tyre flaps, of rubber

85.25 Transmission apparatus for radio-broadcasting or television, whether or not 
incorporating reception apparatus or sound recording or reproducing 
apparatus; television cameras, digital cameras and video camera recorders. 

85.37 Boards, panels, consoles, desks, cabinets and other bases, equipped with two or 
more apparatus of heading 85.35 or 85.36, for electric control or the distribution 
of electricity, including those incorporating instruments or apparatus of Chapter 
90, and numerical control apparatus, other than switching apparatus of heading 
85.17.

90.07 Cinematographic cameras and projectors, whether or not incorporating sound 
recording or reproducing apparatus.

Further details can be found at the following link: 
h t t p : / / w w w . f e d e r a l g a z e t t e . a g c . g o v . m y / o u t p u t p /
pua_20181008_P.U.%20(A)%20254.pdf

Amendments to the Customs Anti-Dumping Duties Order 

On 3 October 2018, the subheading numbers specified in the Schedule that were 
based on 9 digits tariff codes have been replaced by 10 digits tariff codes as per 
Customs Duties Order 2017. The same amendment have also been made within the 
following amendment Orders:

1. Customs (Anti-Dumping Duties) (Administrative Review) Order 2016 
(Amendment) 2018 

2. Customs (Anti-Dumping Duties) (Expedited Review) (No.2) Order 2014 
(Amendment) 2018

3. Customs (Anti-Dumping Duties) (No.3) Order 2013 (Amendment) 2018 

4. Customs (Anti-Dumping Duties) (No.4) Order 2013 (Amendment) 2018 

5. Customs (Anti-Dumping Duties) Order 2014 (Amendment) 2018 

6. Customs (Anti-Dumping Duties) Order 2015 (Amendment) 2018 

7. Customs (Anti-Dumping Duties) (No.2) Order 2015 (Amendment) 2018 

8. Customs (Anti-Dumping Duties) Order 2016 (Amendment) 2018 

9. Customs (Anti-Dumping Duties) (No.2) Order 2016 (Amendment) 2018
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New export requirement for timber and timber products to 
Republic of Korea

Currently, for export of certain timber and timber products from Malaysia, an 
export licence needs to be obtained from the Malaysian Timber Industry Board 
(MTIB). Additionally, based on a new notification issued by the Sarawak Timber 
Industry Development Corporation (STIDC), exports of such products to the 
Republic of Korea will require a separate approval or endorsement to be obtained 
from the STIDC prior to issuance of export licence by MTIB.

This new requirement is under a one year pilot implementation that will be 
effective from 1 October 2018 till 30 September 2019. 

Given that the notification letter was issued by STIDC, it is likely that only exporters 
located in Sarawak will be required to comply with the new requirement set by 
Republic of Korea as proof of legality. For companies intending to export these 
products to Korea, exporters will need to ensure that an endorsement from the 
STIDC is obtained and attached to the printed customs export declaration forms 
(K2). The endorsed K2 will need to be presented to Republic of Korea’s relevant 
authority for further confirmation and clearance. 
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Provisional anti-dumping duties on certain iron and steel

On 8 November 2018, the Malaysian Government imposed provisional anti-
dumping duties on imports of flat rolled iron alloy or non-alloy steel, plated or 
coated with zinc, using hot dip process (galvanised iron coils/sheets or galvanised 
steel coils/sheets), originating or exported from China and Vietnam. The anti-
dumping duties imposed on these products range from 0% to 16.13%.

The affected tariff codes are as follows:

Heading Affected tariff codes

72.10 7210.41.11.00, 7210.41.12.00, 7210.41.19.00, 7210.41.91.00, 7210.41.99.00, 
7210.49.11.00, 7210.49.12.00, 7210.49.13.00, 7210.49.19.00, 7210.49.91.00, 
7210.49.99 00

72.12 7212.30.11 00, 7212.30.12 00, 7212.30.13 00, 7212.30.14 00, 7212.30.19 00, 
7212.30.90 00

72.25 7225.92.90 00, 7225.99.90 00

72.26 7226.99.11 00, 7226.99.19 00, 7226.99.91 00 and 7226.99.99 00

These rates have been effective from 8 November 2018 and will be applied up till 7 
March 2019. MITI will conduct a final determination within a period of 120 days 
from 8 November 2018. 

Further details of the Customs (Provisional Anti-Dumping Duties) Order 2018 can 
be found at the following links: 
http://www.federalgazette.agc.gov.my/outputp/ 
pua_20181108_P.U.%20(A)%20289.pdf and 
http://www.federalgazette.agc.gov.my/outputp/pub_20181108_PUB624.pdf 

Administrative review on the anti-dumping duty on imports 
of cold rolled coils of alloy and non-alloy steel 

The Malaysian Government had also received a request for an administrative 
review of the imposition of anti-dumping duties on imports of cold rolled coils of 
alloy and non – alloy steel originating from China and Vietnam on the grounds that 
there had been a substantial change in the dumping margin for imports of goods. 
The Ministry of International Trade and Industry will initiate an administrative 
review in relation to this and provide a final determination following consultations 
with the relevant local producers. 

Further details of the Customs (Provisional Anti-Dumping Duties) Order 2018 can 
be found at the following link: http://www.federalgazette.agc.gov.my/outputp/
pub_20181109_PUB%20626.pdf
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EU to consider withdrawing Myanmar from GSP 

The EU carried out a review in October 2018 and will consider whether it should 
withdraw the Generalised Scheme of Preferences (GSP) benefits from Myanmar, which 
was granted by the EU in 2013. The review was initiated in response to the United 
Nations Human Right Council’s (UNHRC) fact-finding report on alleged forced labour 
and other human rights violations perpetrated by Myanmar’s armed forces in the 
states of Rakhine, Kachin and Shan. The withdrawal process includes a six-month 
review period for improvements to be effected. Should Myanmar fail the review, GSP 
privileges will be withdrawn within six months, and could apply to all or certain types 
of products, subject to negotiation between both parties. 

Any withdrawal of GSP privileges will likely affect Myanmar’s key export sectors such 
as garment manufacturing, which includes textiles, clothing and footwear, and makes 
up about 80% of Myanmar’s exports to the EU. Other goods that could be affected 
include aquaculture and seafood products, and rice. Manufacturers and exporters of 
such goods should continue to monitor the progress of the review and assess the 
impact of potential withdrawal of trade benefits under the GSP scheme.  

Green light to export farm fish and prawns from Myanmar to EU 
countries

Starting from 1 December 2018, the EU has allowed the import of farmed fish and 
prawns from Myanmar. Under the EU permission, additional 13 factories in Myanmar 
can export farm fish, prawns and soft crabs.

Previously, Myanmar factories were only allowed to export naturally caught fish and 
prawns to the EU. Farmed fish and prawns were not allowed due to there being no 
guarantee that such products were free from bio residues. In 2014, Myanmar 
established a national level bio residue control plan to certify and qualify farmed 
products to be exported to the EU. Under the bio residue control plan, exporters of 
farmed products are required to comply with Good Aquaculture Practice (GAqP) 
guidelines governing food safety, quarantine and breeding practices. Prior to export, a 
GAqP certificate issued by the fishery department, and an export license from the 
Ministry of Commerce, Department of Trade, will need to be obtained for all such 
products exported to the EU.  
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New Zealand
GST on Low Value Imported Goods
 
The New Zealand Government announced a new regime on 18 October 2018 
governing the import of low value imported goods (LVIG). A bill amending the GST 
Act is expected to be introduced in early 2019, with the changes expected to enter 
into effect from 1 October 2019. Under the proposed changes, offshore suppliers 
are required to register, collect and charge GST on goods valued at or below NZD 
1,000 supplied to local end consumers. Previously, such goods were only subject to 
GST where their total GST and duty amounts to at least NZD 60.

A key driver for the reform has been the continuous growth in online shopping by 
New Zealand consumers from overseas retailers, which will form a sizeable tax 
base for collection of tax revenue. This has also made it difficult for domestic 
retailers to remain competitive against international suppliers. The implementation 
of the new regime on LVIG will likely level the playing field for domestic retailers 
and result in the collection of NZD 80 million in tax revenue per year. 
Business-to-business (B2B) transactions will not be regulated under the new rules. 

WCO3 – Inward Cargo Reports 

As discussed in the previous Trade Intelligence issue, New Zealand Customs is 
currently reforming its Inward Cargo Reporting process to comply with the WCO3 
format. These changes were intended to be implemented by 31 October 2018. 
However, as pilot testing of the process is still ongoing, further updates on the new 
entry into force date will be provided in future.

Synthetic Greenhouse Gas (Goods) Levy Changes

Levy rates under the Synthetic Greenhouse Gas (Goods) Levy will increase on 1 
January 2019. The scope of goods subject to the Levy includes certain types of: 

• air conditioning units of HS 8415;

• refrigerators and freezers of HS 8418;

• refrigerated beverage vending machines of HS 8476;

• dehumidifiers of HS8479

• refrigerated containers, vehicles, trailers, tankers and vessels of HS 8609, 
8704, 8802, 8901 and 8902;

• polyurethanes of HS 3909;

• fire extinguishers of HS 8424; and 

• industrial ink jet printing machines of HS 8443. 

The exact HS codes, for leviable goods and their respective levy rates are provided 
in schedule 2 of the Climate Change (Emissions Trading Scheme) Amendments 
Regulations 2018. Refer to the following link for the full amendment regulations: 
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2018/0185/latest/whole.html 
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Export Controls implementation guidelines

The Philippines government published guidelines on 25 September 2018 to 
implement export control regulations. This is three years from the enactment of 
Republic Act No. 10697 in 2015, better known as the Strategic Trade Management 
Act (STMA), which complies with the United Nations Security Council Resolution 
1540. 

Scope of the STMA

The STMA has territorial jurisdiction over persons and entities engaging in the 
export, import, transit, transhipment, re-export, and reassignment of strategic 
goods, including those located in the special economic zone and free ports. It will 
also affect service sectors providing technical, brokering, financing assistance and 
transportation of strategic goods. In addition to its territorial jurisdiction, the 
STMA has extraterritorial jurisdiction that covers all Filipino persons providing the 
activities covered by the STMA, wherever they are located. 

The Implementing Rules and Regulations contain the National List of Strategic 
Goods (NSGL), which currently provides a listing of (1) military goods and (2) 
dual-use goods in its annexes. The NSGL is still missing its third part which covers 
(3) nationally controlled goods. The list of nationally controlled goods is pending 
release with no commitments on expected timeframe. 

Companies should review their inbound and outbound materials and products to 
verify if any of themare included in the NSGL and, if applicable, prepare for the 
required registration. Additionally, companies should also have in place regular 
compliance checks as the NSGL is subject to periodic review and updates. 

Registration requirements

The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) - Strategic Trade Management Office 
(STMO) will initially regulate items under Annex 2 (dual-use goods). The export of 
such items will require an authorisation from the STMO. Exports of the strategic 
items with dual-use codes1A007, 1A008, 1C111, 1C227, 1C228, 1C229, 1C239, 
3A229, and 3A232 will be subject to export licensing by the Philippine National 
Police – Firearms and Explosives Office.  

Affected companies must register with the STMO. Registrants will be issued a 
certificate bearing their registration number, and are required to: 

1. Apply for an authorisation (permit). This needs to be submitted to the Bureau 
of Customs and other relevant regulatory agencies requiring export control 
authorisation e.g. the DTI, Philippines National Police, Philippines Drug 
Enforcement Agency etc. when importing or exporting goods falling under the 
NSGL. Three types of authorisations may be granted: 

Type of 
authorisation

Description Validity

Individual 
authorisation

Authorisation granted to engage in strategic trade with 
respect to one end-user/consignee, and covering one or 
more strategic goods

2 years

Global 
authorisation

Authorisation granted to engage in strategic trade with 
respect to several end-users/consignees covering one or 
more strategic goods

5 years
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General 
authorisation

Authorisation to engage in strategic trade to destination 
countries under conditions specified in the general 
authorisation 

Lifetime or until 
revoked by 
STMO

2. Apply for a governmental end-use assurance, which certifies the end use of the 
strategic good. The document is an official security guarantee issued on 
request of the country of origin of the strategic goods. 

Timelines

According to the authorities, the regulation will be implemented in six phases. 

Phased 
implementation of 
STMA

Expected 
timeline

Comments

Registration Q1 2019 PwC understands that the first phase is tentatively 
scheduled for January 2019, but precise dates are 
not yet known. 

Export Q3 2019 Applicants for global authorisations may be 
required to establish an Internal Compliance 
Program on a case-by-case basis, with minimum 
requirements to be set by STMO. The STMO may 
also conduct initial audits to assess an applicant's 
level of compliance. On the other hand, guidelines 
and conditions as to who will be eligible for 
general authorisations have not yet been released.

Transit/Transhipment Q1 2020

Re-export/
Reassignment

Q3 2020

Related services Q1 2021

Import Q3 2021

As part of STMO’s outreach efforts, a proposed website containing guidance on 
licensing/authorisation, enforcement, FAQs and contact details is purported to be 
underway. No timeline has been announced. 

Penalties

The penalties under the STMA are as follows:

Administrative penalties Criminal penalties

• Warning or orders for corrective 
action

• Limitation, revocation or annulment 
of any authorisation and/or 
registration

• Fines:

 – of the higher of the two: up to 
Php 250,000 or twice the value 
of the strategic good or related 
service under the contract; or 

 – as assessed by the STMO

• Cancellation or suspension of the 
registration and authorisation to 
operate 

• Deliberate and wilful intent to commit 
violations of the STMA: 

 – Imprisonment of up to 12 years; and

 – Up to Php 5,000,000 

• Attempt to commit violations of the STMA 
and other acts:

 – Imprisonment of up to six years; and

 – Up to Php 1,000,000
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Further details can be accessed at the following link:
http://www.officialgazette.gov.ph/2017/08/31/implementing-rules-and-
regulations-of-republic-act-no-10697/

Implementation details under the PH-EFTA FTA

The Philippines and the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) states (Iceland, 
Liechtenstein, Norway, and Switzerland) have implemented the Philippines-EFTA 
FTA (PH-EFTA FTA) two years from its signing in 2016. 

The Bureau of Customs issued Customs Memorandum Order 14 – 2018 on 21 
September 2018 stipulating guidance for exporters and importers who wish to 
benefit from the PH-EFTA FTA. The order moves away from the use of Certificates 
of Origin, and provides that an origin declaration can be indicated on the 
commercial invoice or any relevant commercial documents. 

Key provisions of Customs Memorandum Order 14-2018 are summarised below:

• Export transactions

 – Philippine exporters (i.e. traders, producers, manufacturers) will need to 
make an origin declaration on an invoice, packing list, delivery note, or 
any relevant commercial documents to certify the qualification of goods. 
An evaluation must be first carried-out to determine if a certain good or 
product satisfies requirements set out in the rules of origin; 

 – Exporters may apply for ‘Approved Exporter’ status to obtain a Customs 
Authorisation Number (CAN) for more efficient documentation processes. 
It removes the need for a signature on the actual origin declaration. 
Securing ‘Approved Exporter’ status is optional and non-approved 
exporters can still benefit from the agreement with additional 
administrative requirements.

• Import transactions

 – Philippine importers sourcing from EFTA states can claim preferential 
duty rates on the basis of origin declarations on invoices, packing lists, and 
other relevant documents;

 – Importation by instalments using one origin declaration is permitted;

 – Goods without origin declaration at the point of importation may be 
allowed to benefit from tariff preferences, subject to rules on tentative 
release of goods.  

• Record keeping requirement of three years. 

• Conduct customs verification checks on import or export transactions on 
request from an EFTA country or where there is a need to ascertain compliance 
during audits.     

The full text of the guidelines and references can be accessed via the following link.
http://customs.gov.ph/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/cmo-14-2018_Guidelines_
on_the_Implementation_of_the_Free_Trade_Agreement.pdf
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Information on customs clearance requirements now on 
PNTR

The list of regulated goods and guidance on how to obtain the requisite import 
permits for clearance has been loaded onto the Philippine National Trade 
Repository (PNTR), a government web-based portal that provides information on 
trade-related matters. 

It lists the permits and clearance responsibilities of each regulatory agency 
according to product type, and provides details on the requirements and 
procedures to obtain the permits. It also indicates the legal basis for the 
requirement as well as non-tariff measures. The PNTR is also linked to the tariff 
commission’s website reflecting the applicable MFN import tariff rates, and tariff 
rates under the available free trade agreements with each prescribed rule of origin. 

The PNTR website can be accessed at www.pntr.gov.ph. 

Proposed tariffication on imported rice

The World Trade Organization (WTO) allowed the Philippines to introduce 
quantitative restrictions (QR) on rice imports in 1996, to limit rice imports so as to 
protect local farmers from foreign competition. There were two sets of tariff rates 
for rice. In-quota rates apply to imports within the established minimum access 
volume (MAV), and imports in excess of MAV are assessed with the out-quota rate. 

Due to soaring inflation rates and increasing pressure from the WTO following the 
expiration of the waiver for QR in 2017, rice tariffication became a priority. The 
Congress approved its version last September with higher tariff rates. In November 
2018, the Senate passed the third and final reading of its proposed version of the 
‘Revised Agricultural Tariffication Bill’ aimed at removing quota restrictions and 
imposing higher tariffs on rice imports. The differences in the Congress and 
Senate’s proposed versions will be reconciled during a bicameral conference, with 
the final output ultimately constituting the law.

The following table provides a quick comparison of existing tariff rates with the 
proposed bills. 

Tariff rate (2018) Congress’ 
version

Senate’s version

ASEAN
In Quota 35%

35% 35%
Out-Quota 35%

Non-ASEAN

In-Quota
35%

40% within 
350,000 MT 
max. access 

volume 50%

Out-Quota 50% 180% beyond 
quota limits
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Streamlining administrative procedures on importation of 
agricultural products

Administrative Order (AO) 13 (series 2018) was issued by the President’s Office to 
combat rising prices of basic goods which include food. It orders various 
government agencies to facilitate importation of agricultural products. 

AO13 is titled ‘Removing non-tariff barriers and streamlining administrative 
procedure on the importation of agricultural products’. While it does not remove all 
non-tariff barriers per se, AO13 helps to simplify administrative processes relating 
to the National Food Authority (NFA), Sugar Regulatory Administration (SRA), and 
Department of Agriculture (DA), in coordination with the Department of Trade and 
Industry (DTI) and the Bureau of Customs. Specifically, it:

• streamlines procedures and requirements for the accreditation of importers, 
and minimises the processing time for import license applications;

• exempts traders that are already accredited from registration requirements;

• facilitates importation of certain agricultural products beyond authorised 
Minimum Access Volumes (MAV) and the removal or reduction of fees 
collectible;

• liberalises the issuance of permits and the accreditation of traders looking to 
import rice;

• temporarily allows sugar – using industries to import sugar;

• authorises NFA to approve importation of rice beyond MAV commitments;

• authorises DA to allow importation of additional volumes of fishes; and

• prioritises the release and unloading of imported agricultural products from 
the Bureau of Customs.

The following are key updates as part of this effort: 

• The DA approved importation of 17 metric tons (MT) of roundscad fish, which 
started in September and is set to run until December 2018. Guidelines on the 
registration of importers and importation of roundscad for wet markets was 
issued on 31 August 2018.  

• The SRA released a new sugar import program for a total of 150,000 MT of 
imported raw or refined sugar for crop year 2018-2019. Eligible importers may 
apply for ‘Clearance for Release of Importer Sugar and Allocation’ which allows 
the importer to import 2,500 MT per application, but no more than the 
maximum quantity of 15,000 MT per importer. There is no limit on the number 
of applications an importer can file , so long as its total volume does not exceed 
15,000 MT in maximum quantity per importer. As applications will be 
approved on a first-come-first-serve basis, companies that are end-users of 
sugar or are in sugar-using industries should promptly register as ‘International 
Sugar Traders’ with the SRA as it is a prerequisite to applying for clearance as 
part of the program. 

• On 23 November 2018, the NFA released guidelines on out-of-quota 
importation of rice. Please refer to the update on proposed tariffication on 
imported rice. Importers must be a licensed rice importer and meet the 
programs’ eligibility requirements.

For further information, refer to the link below:
http://www.officialgazette.gov.ph/downloads/2018/09sep/20180921-AO-13-RRD.
pdf
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EGDVS renamed to 1-Assessment System, implemented on 15 
October 2018

As reported in our August/September 2018 issue of Trade Intelligence, the 
Enhanced Goods Declaration Verification System (EGDVS) was introduced in the 
ports of Subic, Clark and Batangas on 2 August 2018. In a recent update, the EGDVS 
has now been renamed as 1-Assessment System. The Bureau of Customs has 
ordered the mandatory use of the 1-Assessment System in all ports of entry. 

The 1-Assessment System is a web-based queueing system that randomly assigns 
Customs officers to a filed goods declaration (import declaration). It was developed 
to minimise face-to-face interaction between Customs and stakeholders (i.e. 
customs brokers, importers) and to provide real-time updates on the clearance 
status of a particular shipment. Status of goods declaration can be viewed online 
using designated kiosk in Customs’ offices, mobile phones and personal computers.

As a brief summary, customs clearance under the 1-Assessment System is as 
follows: 

• Lodgement of goods declaration through electronic-to-mobile (e2m) system.

• Online submission of shipping and other supporting documents to 
1-Assessment System.

• Submission of printed copies of goods declaration and original hard copies of 
documents to the assigned Customs officer.

Source: Bureau of Customs

Shipments under the (1) Super Green Lane (SGL) Program, (2) those withdrawn 
from bonded warehouse for local distribution, (3) wastage under bonded 
warehouse regime and jet operation losses, (4) temporary importation, and (5) 
government shipments under deferred tax payment are exempted from the 
1-Assessment System.     

It should be noted that the 1-Assessment System is separate from the ‘electronic-to-
mobile’ or e2m system used to prepare and send goods declaration to customs, 
which will be the first step to clear a shipment from customs. The system is 
applicable for import declaration under formal entry processes - import shipments 
with duties payable and taxes with FOB/FCA value exceeding PHP 50,000.
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New eServices available on the Networked Trade Platform 
(NTP)

The Networked Trade Platform (NTP) was officially launched on 26 September 
2018. Since then, multiple functions and e-services have been introduced into the 
system in a bid to fully integrate and digitalise trade procedures in Singapore. The 
NTP will serve as a tool to allow stakeholders to connect within Singapore and even 
abroad through a wide-range of Value-Added Services (VAS) offered by Singapore 
Customs and other parties available in the NTP’s marketplace. These Value-Added 
Services aim to:

• allow quick and efficient flow of goods via the digitalisation of trade 
documents through usage of available and effective IT tools such as ERP 
systems and freight-related services on the cloud;

• improve cash flow through VAS that provide assistance such as invoice 
financing and online payment services that provide quicker and cheaper 
financing and payments; and

• allow companies to better manage trade compliance through the array of 
available governmental eServices on the platform for easier submission, 
application and reviews on documents necessary for trade.

The NTP will also be the centralised system for the provision of government 
eServices for trade. The table below shows the current Customs eServices 
Applications available, with more possibly to be introduced in the future.

Customs eService Applications Effective Date

1 Certificate of Free Sale (CFS)

20 June 2018
2 Certificate of Non-Manipulation (CNM)

3 Import Certificate and Delivery Verification (ICDV)

4 Landing Certificate (LC)

5 Cargo Agent’s Import Authorisation (CAIA)
1 November 2018

6 Vessel Registration (VR)

7 Kimberly Process License (KPL)

New digital service for Jewellers using Hand-Carried Exports 
Scheme (HCES)

The Hand-Carried Exports Scheme, formulated in 2009, allows companies to 
zero-rate their goods hand-carried out of Singapore by an authorised person 
departing from Singapore Changi Airport, provided the requirements under the 
HCES are met. Previously, the HCES required tedious manual processes such as the 
application for different supporting documents prior to the exportation of goods 
under the scheme.

On 19 October 2018, Singapore Customs, Enterprise Singapore and the Singapore 
Jewellers Association launched a new digital service on the NTP. Previously, the 
HCES required traders to provide physically endorsed documents to certify 
qualification and compliance under the HCES. The new digital service on the NTP 
will not only allow traders to apply for and provide documentation using the 
service, but will also allow Customs and Tax officials to check and reinforce the 
HCES. The official circular can be accessed at the following link: 
https://www.customs.gov.sg/-/media/cus/files/media-releases/2018/joint-media-
release_new-digital-service-on-ntp-for-traders-using-digital-hand-carried-export-
scheme_26-oct-2018.pdf
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New import and export licensing requirements for certain 
types of HFCs

With effect from 1 January 2019, 18 types of HydroFluoroCarbons (HFCs), 
including blends and mixtures containing one or more HFCs, will be subject to 
import and export licensing requirements administered by the National 
Environmental Agency (NEA) under the Environmental Protection and 
Management Act (EPMA). The controlled HFCs include specific fluorinated, 
brominated or iodinated derivatives of acyclic hydrocarbons classified under tariff 
code 2903.39.90 and mixtures containing HFCs classified under tariff code 
3823.78.00. 

All companies importing and exporting the 18 controlled HFCs, HFC blends, and 
HFC mixtures will need to apply for a Hazardous Substances licence from the NEA 
prior to import and export. In addition to the Hazardous substances licence, 
flammable HFCs are jointly controlled by the Singapore Civil Defence Force (SCDF) 
and will require a separate import licence from the SCDF prior to import. The HFCs 
subject to joint control by the NEA and SCDF include: 

• Difluoroethane (HFC – 152a)

• Difluoromethane (HFC -32) 

• Methylfluoride (Fluoromethane) (HFC – 41) 

• 1,1,1,3,3 – pentafluorobutane (Pentafluorobutane) (HFC – 365mfc)

• 1,1,1 – Trifluoroethane (HFC – 143a)

Companies storing and transporting flammable HFCs above SCDF’s exemption 
quantities are also required to obtain a Storage and Transportation License from 
the SCDF. Companies will need to separately contact the SCDF for assessment and 
advice on licensing requirements for import, storage and transportation of 
flammable blends and mixtures containing one or more of the above five jointly 
controlled HFCs.

During the filing of customs declarations via TradeNet, the relevant product tariff 
codes and their corresponding NEA and SCDF product codes will need to be 
indicated on the import and export permit application. The exact chemical name of 
the 18 controlled HFCs, their corresponding NEA and SCDF product codes, and 
SCDF exemption quantities can be accessed in Annex A, B and C at the following 
link: https://www.customs.gov.sg/-/media/cus/files/circulars/ca/2018/joint-
circular-on-the-control-of-hfcs.pdf

Importers and exporters of controlled HFCs, their forwarders and declaring agents 
should take note of the new licensing requirements and ensure that all such 
requirements are complied with from 1 January 2019. 
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BOFT permit required for bicycles and electric bicycles 
exported to the US

On 12 November 2018, the Bureau of Foreign Trade (BOFT) announced that 
exporters intending to export bicycles and electric bicycles from the Taiwan Free 
Trade Zone (FTZ) to the US will be required to apply and obtain a ‘Permit for 
Exporting Particular Free Trade Zone Goods’ from the BOFT. This amendment is 
intended to prevent bicycles and electric bicycles originating in China to be 
marked and exported under Taiwan origin to avoid tariffs imposed on China 
originating products.

Specific permit details are as follows:

1. The ‘Permit for Exporting Particular Free Trade Zone Goods to Overseas’ is 
valid for 30 days, and goods under a permit may be exported in separate 
shipments.

2. The ‘Country of Origin’ of the exported goods under the ‘Product Name’ 
column of the permit application must be clearly indicated for all items within 
the permit application; 

3. The ‘Attachment Reference No.’ field of the application should indicate the 
original import declaration number of the exported goods. A copy of the 
original import declaration should also be attached to the application. 

When completing export declarations, exporters are required to indicate the 
Export Permit Number and the country of origin of the exported goods accordingly 
on the application. 

This amendment has been effective from 26 November 2018.
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Certain products from Thailand disqualified under US GSP 

On 30 October 2018, following the GSP annual product review, the US announced 
that 15 countries, including Thailand, will no longer be granted Generalized 
System of Preferences (GSP) privileges for certain imports exceeding the 
Competitive Needs Limit (CNL) i.e. having an import value of more than USD 180 
million or 50% of US market share. 

For Thailand, 10 products have exceeded 50% of the US market share while one 
item (washing machines) has exceeded the USD180 million threshold. These 11 
products will no longer be eligible for GSP privileges and will be subject to import 
duties ranging from 1 to 8% depending on the type of product. 

Despite this, other products from Thailand such as frozen swordfish, hand-made 
rugs and certain kinds of fresh fruit and vegetables are still eligible for GSP 
privileges. 

Public consultation ends for the first draft of the Ministry of 
Public Health Notification on contact lens care products

The public consultation held by the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) on the first 
draft of the MoPH Notification on contact lens care products was concluded on 9 
November 2018. During the consultation process, companies were able to provide 
comments on the draft.

The draft Notification seeks to provide a framework for effective regulatory control 
of contact lens care products in line with international standards. Products covered 
by the draft Notification include saline solutions, daily cleaners, and periodic 
cleaners. The draft also includes requirements for labelling requirements, 
consumer guidance, manufacturer qualifications and compliance with other 
specific standards. Under the draft Notification, manufacturers and importers are 
required to:

• collect product samples from each production lot or import shipment and 
record the production or import details for future inspection or analysis; 

• provide information of the imported product to the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) prior to local distribution. This notification must be 
provided within 30 days of the FDA checkpoint inspection and release.

Contact lens care products manufactured for export will also be required to meet 
the standards and packaging specifications agreed with the contract partners. Such 
products manufactured or imported into Thailand prior to entry into force of the 
Notification will be allowed for local distribution as per usual. However, sellers will 
still be required to submit detailed lists of all products to the FDA within the 30 
days after entry into force of the Notification. There is currently no specified 
timeframe on when the Notification will be officially implemented.  

The draft Notification can be accessed on the FDA website: 

www.fda.moph.go.th/sites/Medical/SitePages/Hearing.aspx. 
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Customs to revisit past cases of import duty exemptions

(a) Imported materials used in the production of goods destined for in-
country export

On 5 October 2018, the General Department of Customs (GDC) issued official 
letter no. 5826/TCHQ-TXNK in response to queries raised by the Customs 
Department of Tay Ninh Province regarding the import duty policy applicable to 
imported materials and consumables.

In OL 5826, the GDC ruled that the import duty exemption scheme is not 
applicable where an enterprise imports materials and consumables to 
manufacture products for export, but where such products are “in-country 
exported” to another enterprise in Vietnam under the instruction of an overseas 
buyer (i.e. a tripartite relationship between an overseas entity, a seller in 
Vietnam, and a buyer in Vietnam).

Companies should note that the GDC has requested provincial Customs 
Departments to revisit past cases where import duty exemptions have been 
granted for imports used for such in-country exported products, and to 
retrospectively collect customs duty and taxes, late payment interest as well as 
penalties.

On a related note, the Ministry of Finance is currently drafting a new decree to 
amend and supplement Decree 134/2016/ND-CP on the implementation of the 
law on export and import duties. In the draft Decree, the Ministry of Finance 
expresses a similar view to the GDC on this issue, i.e. the import duty exemption 
scheme would only be applicable to materials and consumables imported for the 
production of goods destined for export to overseas or to free trade zones.

(b) Imported for outsourced export production

Decree 134/2016/ND-CP issued in 2016 guides the law on export and import 
duties. It sets out the conditions for the eligibility for import duty exemption on 
goods imported for the manufacture of goods for export. One of the conditions 
is that the importer which manufactures the goods for export must have a 
manufacturing facility in Vietnam, and own or have the right to use machinery 
and equipment in this manufacturing facility that is suitable for handling the 
imported goods.

The Ministry of Finance and GDC have issued various rulings providing that 
from 1 September 2016, this duty exemption is no longer available where an 
enterprise imports goods for the manufacture of exported products, but does 
not directly undertake the manufacturing. Instead, the enterprise sends some or 
all of the imported goods for outsourced processing by other enterprise(s). 
Critically, the Ministry of Finance and GDC ruled that such outsourcing or 
sub-contracting of manufacturing does not meet the conditions for import duty 
exemption prescribed in Decree 134.

Similar to (a), companies should note that these recent rulings will likely trigger 
the retrospective collection of customs duties and taxes, late-payment interest 
and administrative penalties during customs audits.
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As mentioned above, the Ministry of Finance is currently finalising a draft 
decree to amend and supplement Decree 134. It has revised the decree to allow 
importers of such goods to outsource part or all of the processing stages, after 
receiving a large number of requests from enterprises on this issue. In such 
cases, importers would have to notify the processors’ manufacturing facilities to 
the customs authority before sending them the imported goods for processing. 
The draft decree is expected to be ratified by the end of 2018, for entry into 
force in early 2019.

Examination and verification of the origin of exported goods

The Ministry of Industry and Trade released Circular no. 39/2018/TT-BCT dated 30
October 2018. It provides guidance on the procedures for examination and
verification of the origin of exported goods before and after the Certificate of
Origin, the self-certification of goods’ origin, and the statement of goods’ origin
(collectively referred to as CO) is issued.

Circular 39 provides two forms of examination and verification of the exported
goods’ origin: 

(1) Desktop examination of goods’ 
origin dossiers

(2) On-site verification at producers’ 
premises

Will be conducted when:

• The competent authorities in the 
importing country propose such an 
inspection; 

• The local CO issuing authorities 
initiate the inspection based on their 
risk management criteria; or 

• Other domestic competent 
authorities request an inspection, for 
instance where there are indications 
of violation.

Will be conducted when:

• The competent authorities in the 
importing country propose an on-site 
verification because the desktop 
examination reveals insufficient 
grounds to determine the goods’ origin 
or where there are signs of fraud;

• The local CO issuing authorities 
initiate the origin verification based on 
their risk management criteria to 
prevent fraud before issuing the 
Certificate of Origin, the 
acknowledgement of the self-
certification of goods’ origin eligibility, 
the registered exporter code or after 
issuing the certificate of origin; and

• Other domestic competent authorities 
suggest the inspection on goods’ origin 
where there are indications of 
violation.

An on-site verification may involve personnel from the authorities of the importing
country. On-site verifications will have to be notified at least 5 working days in
advance, except for on-site verification before the issuance of the CO, which will be
informed 3 working days in advance.

Companies can therefore expect that more of such desktop examinations and
on-site verifications will be conducted in the future. Circular 39/2018 will enter
into force on 14 December 2018.
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Self-certification under REX for goods exported to the EU,
Norway, Switzerland and Turkey 

The Ministry of Trade and Industry released Circular 38/2018/TT-BCT dated 30
October 2018, on the implementation of the Registered Exporter System (REX)
under the Generalised System of Preferences (GSP) for goods exported to EU,
Norway, Switzerland, and Turkey. 

REX is a system of self-certification of goods’ origin performed by companies,
where companies can issue statements of origin (instead of applying to the issuing
authorities for a Certificate of Origin). A REX code is not required for exports with
ex-works values of less than EUR 6,000. In order to be eligible to use REX, exporters
have to register for a REX code with a competent authority or organisation. Limited
details are currently available, but will be released in due course. This REX code
can be revoked if the exporter violates the regulations on goods’ origin or fails to
comply with certain requirements in Circular 38. 

The exporter’s statement of origin will be declared by the exporter per export
shipment on its commercial document, which will be valid for 12 months from
issuance. The statement of origin must conform with the standard wordings
prescribed in Circular 38 and must be made in either English, French, or Spanish.
Within three working days from the issuance of the statement of origin, exporters
have to post such statements of origin and the relevant commercial and shipping
documents onto the website of the organisation that acknowledges the registered
REX code. 

Exporters have to retain the relevant documents for at least five years from the end
of the year in which the statements are made. 

Circular 38 has been effective from 14 December 2018 and the REX will be
officially implemented in Vietnam from 1 January 2019. Exporters without a REX
code can still apply for a Certificate of Origin (Form A) for goods exported to the
EU, Norway, Switzerland, and Turkey during a transition period in accordance with
i sothe EU regulations (expected to end after 31 December 2019). 
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WCO begins drafting of Strategic Plan

For the drafting of the WCO Strategic Plan 2019 – 2022, the WCO will be
approaching member countries in the six WCO regions to ensure that the final plan
adequately reflects the views and concerns of member countries. So far,
consultations have already been conducted with the Americas, Africa and Middle
East and the Asia Pacific region. In the Asia Pacific region, more than 17 member
countries participated in the discussions. The following issues were proposed for
consideration by the WCO in drafting the new strategic plan.  

• To enhance support for capacity building and technological development, 
especially relating to trade facilitation, security, revenue collection and 
e-commerce;

• To take into account regional priorities in WCO’s strategy and to ensure 
alignment between the Asia Pacific strategic plan and the WCO strategic plan in 
terms of the main, current and future priorities; and

• To ensure that the strategic plan is based on strong key performance indicators 
and includes a robust performance measurement mechanism to assess 
implementation in practice.

The WCO will continue discussions with other regions prior to finalisation of the
strategic plan. 
 

TFAWG continues to pursue efforts to facilitate TFA implementation 

During the tenth WCO Trade Facilitation Agreement Working Group (TFAWG), the
WCO reviewed progress on the TFA implementation and concluded that the focus
area going forward would be assisting members in implementing the required
instruments and tools. The WCO would also assume a monitoring role in assessing
the progress of implementation, and committed to continue investing in resources
and providing support for trade facilitation measures under the various TFA related
support programmes. 

The TFAWG also reached an agreement on updated terms of reference that should
be used to monitor the progress of implementation of WCO instruments and tools. A
separate agreement was also reached on updating the TFAWG Work Programme
and Annual Work Plan, which will be submitted for endorsement on 18 December
2018 by the WCO Policy Commission. 
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Transforming frontiers into ‘SMART’ borders 

To enhance the cross border movement of goods, the WCO has committed to
promote the transformation of frontiers into ‘SMART’ Borders, with Customs
authorities playing a key role in implementing. This will be the WCO’s new annual
theme for 2019. 

Developing ‘SMART’ borders means that customs administrations will need to
ensure that their compliance, enforcement and facilitation efforts are: 

• Secure
 – Customs, government agencies and economic operators should continue to 

enhance supply chain security and efficiency based on mutual trust and 
transparency.

 – The WCO will continue efforts to promote the SAFE Framework of 
Standards and SAFE Package 2018 to further assist members in promoting 
supply chain security and safety.

• Measurable

 – Customs administrations will need to measure actual performance in 
border control and trade facilitation and evaluate their performance 
regularly. 

 – The WCO will initiate discussions in 2019 on developing a robust and 
comprehensive methodology of performance measurement covering all 
major customs competencies. 

• Automated

 – Customs will need to strengthen measures and utilise technology to 
improve processes, services and overall performance. 

• Risk management based

 – Customs should work towards the implementation of an intelligence 
driven and data enabled risk management framework to detect and 
address potential risks. 

• Technology driven

 – Customs and government agencies should explore utilisation of 
information and communication technologies in areas such as cargo 
tracking and border monitoring.

In the coming year, the WCO will continue to develop and enhance existing tools to
assist Customs administrations in achieving these targets. 
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World Trade Organisation

Roadmap for reducing technical barriers to trade

At the eighth triennial review of the Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade 
(TBT), WTO members agreed on a list of recommendations targeted at reducing 
barriers to trade and improving the implementation of the WTO TBT Agreement. 
These recommendations include action items to improve transparency of 
procedures and plans to facilitate compliance with national requirements such as 
marking and labelling, testing, inspections and certification processes. 

The key recommendations committed to relate to the following areas: 

Area Key recommendations

Transparency • Improve access to national websites that provide information on 
all adopted final regulations

• Notifying the final TBT regulations adopted and improving 
online access to such regulations

• Enhancing coordination between regulators and TBT enquiry 
points e.g. government agencies and the e-notification alerts 
system e-Ping

Testing, inspection 
and certification 
processes

• Work on providing guidelines to assist regulators in designing 
conformity assessment procedures

Marking and 
labelling

• Discuss ways to facilitate compliance with product marking and 
labelling requirements

Technical 
assistance

• Expand the Standards and Trade Development Facility (STDF) to 
encompass measures covered by the TBT agreement, or to set up 
a separate TBT development facility

Debates on trade 
concerns

• Develop and apply new procedures that allow members to raise 
specific trade concerns with each other and stakeholders prior to 
meetings

A TBT enquiry point guide was launched during the meeting. This provides 
guidance on best practices that government entities can reference during 
implementation of the provisions in the TBT agreement. 

The TBT enquiry point guide can be accessed here: https://www.wto.org/english/
tratop_e/tbt_e/tbt_enquiry_point_guide_e.pdf

WTO data portal launched

On 16 November 2018, the WTO launched a new online database, the WTO data 
portal, designed to provide access to a variety of statistical indicators for 
international trade and other WTO related information. This data portal will 
replace the existing WTO statistics database, and will provide an insight on trade 
profiles, tariff profiles and other international trade statistics, including data on: 

• trade profiles of each member country, including the Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) and trade volume, as well as information on the volume and breakdown 
of merchandise trade and trade in commercial services;

• tariff profiles for member countries, including information on bound, applied 
and preferential tariffs;

• non-tariff measures; and 

• trade statistics of foreign affiliates. 
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Compared to the previous system, the new interface provides a data retrieval 
function and built-in indicators allowing for customisation of data, and greater ease 
in data selection across different time periods, economies and trade indicators. The 
WTO data portal can be accessed here: http://data.wto.org/ 

US and China agree to trade war ceasefire

In the latest development in the US – China trade war, the US accused China of 
continuing a state- backed campaign of intellectual property and technology theft 
towards American companies. The US also alleged that China had yet to change or 
make any structural reforms to existing trade policies since the imposition of the 
first round of punitive tariffs, especially in relation to intellectual property and 
technology transfer practices, where foreign investment and ownership restrictions 
remain strictly enforced. Unfair practices including state subsidies provided to 
Chinese companies were also highlighted as barriers to foreign firms. 

To resolve trade tensions, President Xi Jinping and President Trump scheduled a 
meeting on the sidelines of the G20 summit in Bueno Aires on 1 December 2018. 
During the meeting, both sides agreed to temporarily suspend escalation of new 
punitive trade measures for 90 days, with the US halting the imposition of the next 
tranche of tariff hikes on USD 200 billion of Chinese goods that was previously 
scheduled for 1 January 2019. China  in turn is reported to have agreed to increase 
purchases of American agriculture, energy and industrial goods, and reduce tariffs 
on automotive imports from the US. Previously imposed tariffs will continue to 
apply throughout the 90-day period. 

Negotiations on key areas such as intellectual property protection, tariff and 
non-tariff barriers and cyber theft are scheduled to commence immediately to 
reach an agreement by the 90-day deadline. Despite this optimistic news, it seems 
unlikely for any concrete progress to be achievable within such a short period given 
the longstanding conflicts surrounding these sensitive issues. Both territories have 
yet to release any concrete discussion plans for the future. More updates on the 
progress of discussions will be provided in subsequent issues of Trade Intelligence. 

Implementation review of the ITA and ITA expansion agreement

Signatories of the WTO Information Technology Agreement (ITA) convened on 30 
October 2018 to review implementation progress and to report on work done in 
relation to non-tariff measures. Under the ITA, all participants are required to 
eliminate all tariffs on information technology products covered under the 
agreement. 

During the meeting, WTO members raised concerns on import duties introduced by 
India and China on mobile phones and semiconductor products. Both countries 
were required to remove existing tariffs and bring current measures to conformity 
with their ITA commitments. Updates were also provided on the work programme 
on non-tariff barriers, where members expressed that more effort will be focused 
on issues relating to conformity assessments, transparency and e-labelling. 

All participants have also submitted their respective commitments to the ITA 
expansion agreement. Compared to the ITA, the expansion agreement covers and 
requires the implementation of concessions on an additional 201 products. 
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Revised transparency proposal under review

The US, Argentina, Australia, Costa Rica, EU, Chinese Taipei and Japan have 
co-sponsored a transparency proposal aimed at enhancing transparency by 
increasing compliance with notification requirements. Currently, all WTO members 
are required to notify the WTO on implementation of any new laws or regulations 
affecting trade, or the introduction of any trade related policies. The new 
transparency proposal proposes for the implementation of enforcement actions for 
countries that do not uphold these obligations.  Some members have expressed that 
this should also recognise the difference in capacity constraints of developing and 
least-developed countries compared to their more developed counterparts. The 
proposal is still under discussion for further input from other WTO members. It will 
be further discussed in the next council meeting on 11 April 2019. 

WTO downgrades outlook on world trade

Due to rising trade tensions and tighter credit market conditions, the WTO predicts 
a slowing momentum in trade growth in 2019. Global trade volume growth is 
predicted to slow from 3.9% to 3.7% in 2019, which is in line with a drop in global 
GDP growth from 3.1% to 2.9%. Accordingly, all trade-related indicators, such as 
import and export growth, export order growth, and merchandise trade volume is 
expected to show a slowing momentum in the coming months.  Nevertheless, the 
predicted global trade volume growth will still fall within the 3.1% to 5.5% global 
trade merchandise growth range predicted for 2018.

Rising trade tensions and trade policy measures between large key economies and 
major trading partners are said to be the biggest risk factor to the trading 
environment in 2019. This includes the rise in actual and proposed trade measures 
targeting exports, including trade wars between major economies such as the US 
and China. 
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Update on disputes initiated in the WTO

The following disputes were initiated with the WTO Dispute Settlement Body 
(DSB) in October and November 2018. THE DSB consists of all WTO members and 
oversees legal disputes between them.

Dispute 
initiated 
by

Dispute 
initiated 
against

Affected 
products or  
areas

Background Reference No.

Disputes concluded

Japan India Certain iron 
and steel 
products

On 12 February 2015, Japan had 
requested consultations in relation to 
safeguard duties and measures imposed 
by India on iron and steel products to 
protect the domestic industry from 
increased imports.  

On 6 November 2018, the panel 
concluded that certain measures applied 
by India were inconsistent with India’s 
commitments under the WTO 
Agreement on Safeguards and the GATT 
1994. For measures infringing these 
obligations, India was requested by the 
DSB to bring them into conformity with 
WTO rules.  

WT/DS518/R

Philippines Thailand Cigarettes

On 7 February 2008, Philippines 
requested consultations with Thailand 
on the fiscal incentives and customs 
measures imposed on cigarettes, where 
Thailand was required by the DSB to 
bring current measures into conformity 
with its WTO obligations. 

A compliance panel report was 
subsequently issued on 12 November 
2018, indicating that Thailand had 
failed to implement the required 
corrective actions and should do so as 
per the conclusion provided in the 
recommendations and rulings in the 
original dispute conclusion. 

WT/DS371/1

Disputes initiated

Japan Korea

Financial 
support e.g. 
funds, loans, 
guarantees, 
insurance and 
other 
financing 
instruments 
related to 
commercial 
vessel orders

On 6 November 2018, Japan formally 
requested for consultations with the 
WTO on specific subsidies provided by 
Korea to local shipbuilders that were 
inconsistent with their obligations under 
the Agreement on Subsidies and 
Countervailing Measures, and the GATT 
1994. Dispute documents have been 
circulated to all WTO members for 
further consultation and discussion.

WT/DS571/1

Brazil China Sugar

On 22 October 2018, Brazil requested 
dispute consultations with China on 
certain measures imposed on the import 
of sugar. These measures include 
additional safeguard duties of 30% to 
45% imposed on imported sugar 
exceeding the tariff rate quota, and local 
licensing requirements implemented by 
China for imports of sugar

WT/DS568/1
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Launch of WTO Trade Report 2018

The WTO has released the 2018 edition of the World Trade Report. This year’s 
report outlines the benefits and risks of utilising digital technologies on global 
trade, and how WTO members can prepare for the digital transformation of global 
trade. The following key points are covered in the report: 

• Digital technologies will further reduce trade costs and boost trade, especially 
for developing countries and services trade. Global trade is expected to grow 
by 2% annually between 2016 and 2030 due to digitisation and falling trade 
costs. 

• Global services trade volume as a proportion of global trade is predicted to 
increase from 21% in 2016 to 25% in 2030.

• Benefits provided via utilisation of digital technologies include more efficient 
route planning, reduction of customs compliance burdens through block chain 
solutions and improving operational efficiency via the reduction of transport 
and storage costs. Enhanced technology capacities can also result in faster and 
simpler processing times, which could foster trade in time-sensitive and 
certification intensive goods. To realise such benefits, governments will need 
to support efforts to develop digital infrastructure and digital infrastructure 
services.

• Digital technologies will pose challenges to global trade regulations, and 
future discussions should be undertaken to address concerns on accessibility 
and inclusiveness, consumer protection, data privacy and cybersecurity 
concerns. To achieve this, governments will need to form coordinated solutions 
both at a national policy level and at an international level to govern digital 
trade.

• At a WTO level, further discussions should be pursued on specific policy issues, 
such as skills development, ICT infrastructure, regulatory frameworks, 
competition, intellectual property and best practices, including the possibility 
of developing capacity-building programs. These discussions should involve 
participation of both the private sector, governments and other international / 
regional organisations. 

The full WTO Trade report can be accessed here: 
https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/publications_e/world_trade_report18_e.pdf 
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